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This is the Stuff

by Kathy Goudie
"Cabaret Night", one of Saturday
night's homecoming events located
in the ballroom, turned out to be
quite a disappointment for most.
The duo, "Stormin' Norman and
Susie", which supposedly
characterized Red Hot Mamma,
Boogie Woogie Piano Player and
Bette Midler, really seemed nothing
more than a cheap burlesque act
(especially on the. part of Susie).
Susie, scantily clad in a silky black
slip ;(and little else) proceeded
throughout the night to shake her
overweight body wildly to nearly
every song - in a manner much more
suggestive than that of mere
"boogie". Evidently her antics
turned more people off than on. A
positive word must be added
concerning her voice. However,
after numerous trips to the bar, it
gradually became less than
professional.
Her back-up man, Stormin'
Norman, played the piano grandly
with a much jazzed-up style, but
with a lead singer such as Susie. how
could he really be done justice??
The billing of a real ""nightclub
atmosphere'" did not really live up to
its name, except fortunately for the
full liquor-licensed bar at which
most people found their escape. The.
only salvation from this horror show
seemed to be in between sets when
the. entertainment turned to disc:o
and the crowd could finally dance. It
apP>:>'>rs, even for those who do not
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You might play basketball in a
highlight of tpe evening. In the .
gymnasium, but whoever suggested
future, hopefully a little more care
you- play music in one ought to be
could be taken in choosing
slam-dunked through the north
e~tertainment for such an event, as
basket. Private Lighting played in an
dancing to disco all night would have
echo chamber that practically blew
been much more enjoyable than
the windows out of the gym and
watching a grown woman make
made listening hardly a pleasure.
quite a fool of herself on stage.
Even if you could understand what
P r i V ate
i g'h t n in g Alan Sherman was singing (which
yoU couldn't) the fact was that the
Review
acoustics made everything else a
By Craig Kern
cryin' shame.
Private Lightning came, Private
Add to this the ludicrous point
Lighting played, and Private that this was supposed to be a dance
Lightning may never come again.
concert (the gym floor was covered
And who can blame them if they with canvas and who can do· the
don't.
hustle on a pup tent?) and what you
Private Lightning is an extremely had was a lot of people saying Hto
competent group of musicians--so hell" with their $2.50 admission price
competent, in fact, that they are and walking out the door.
currently weighing offers to sign on
If one could hear through the
with a record company. They play reverb, the songs were sharply
their own music, or at least about written and tunes like "Geneva" and
eighty-percent is their own, and they "Bright City" came across very
play it with class and a hard-driving professionally. Patty VanNess on
rock sound that can knock your electric violin was particularly
socks off.
captivating and her solos were
Scott Woodman, drums, Steve exceptional.
Keith, bass, Paul VanNess, guitar,
It must be said, for the benefit of
Eric Kaufmann, keyboard, Patty the SGA, thatthe gym was hardly
VanNess, electric violin and Alan their choice for this conc~rt-·they
Sherman, vocals are the members' wanted the ballroom but "Stormin'
of this group·-and they arrived at Norman and Susie" were singing up
Kelly Gymnasium Saturday night, there so they had to settle for the
October 28, to perform for an SGA- cavernous musical torture
sponsored concert that should have chamber.
been a trip and seven-eighfns to
Private Lightning is a good band·attend~.
.
make no mistake about it. They
What it got--on a scale of one to admitted they had never played in a
ten INas a big fat two (and that only gymnasium. befm".e. Let's pray they
tqr the50.centbeets).
never do again.
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Vandalism mars Homecoming
Week at Bridgewater State
BSC - Food fights, broken bottles,
the painting of Nod (twice), the
burning of ,a car, vandalism to
several other cars, and numerous
fights have broken out on campus in
recent weeks.
The food fights took place at the
Midnite Breakfast during Home·
coming, and alas on Saturday night
during the Homecoming meal in the
Student Union. It seems that
Animal House has had quite· an
impact on BSC·students. Reports of
the food fight at Tilly have ranged ,
from "not all that bad" to "pretty
bad". The food fight was reported to

?
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Miss Fitzgerald as it was taking
place, but when she arrived on the
scene, the people responsible had
already left the premises.
, .on· Wednesday night, October
25, and again on this past Tuesday
night, the statue of Nod was pointed
a variety of colors. (Nod is. located
behind the Union.) It is not yet
known who is responsible for these
paintings. Last Thursday action was
taken. on the reparation of the
statue, but it is now needed again.
Soap suds have also been added
to the fountain in back ofthe Union
several times. Soap suds were

added again yesterday (Wednesday). Thisciamages the filter system
of the fountain.
During the recent Homecoming
Weekend, several fights broke out;
one took place ~ at 10:45 p. m. on
Saturday night outside the Union.
Police handcuffed one man involved
in the fight. Extra police security
was in attendance Saturday night.
According to Dean David Deep,
someone drove a car over the lawn
nt!ar the new apartments, leaving
tire marks and a damaged lawn. He
also noted that whoever is
(continued, p.14)

The 1978 Homecoming Queen was Cindy Harn. who was crowned
Saturday during halftime festivities.
.

Students suspected
in torching of car
by Audrey Oliveira
On October 20 at 9:10p.m:,
patrolman Smith·s car wasbumed
in the Campus Police Station's
parking lot. A rag was found in the
gas tank.
A car parked in tront of the one
that' was torched, belonging to Mr.
Thomas PiIeski, .a teacher at
Brockton High School and an
assistant football coach at BSC, was
alsa damaged.
Investigations are being made and
suspects were seen by individuals
who were in the area at the time of
the incident.
Being very disturbed and
concerned over this incident,' Dean
David Deep, Dean of Students"
remarked that, "A student doing
this is jeopardizing his career and
could also get a jail term .. Certainly
students are smarter than·that and
know a temporary suspension will
be given until due process is

followed."
According to Chief Fortunato
.Graca an unidentified· student
approached him in. a dining hall with
information about suspects in the
case. This. student told the Chief
that he overheard several students
talking about the case, and that he
would forward the liscense pla~
number of these students to the
Chief. As of yet, the Chief has not
received this information.
The police, while continuing the
investigation, have no suspects as of
yet. The Chief urges anyone
knowing any~hing ab?ut. the
,incident to get In touch With him.
The Campus Police are
continuing their investigation in
conjuction with State and Local
police. and also with the Bureau of
Criminal Investigation. They will be
criculating pictures of the torched
car in the near future.

Frank Hatch Speaks Out
on Public Higher Education
I believe that.this state's system of
public higher education represents
one of its most valuable resources.
Public higher education also
represents one of the. most
significant undertakings ·of the state
government. As Governor, lam
determined to restore Massachu$etts' commitment to excellence in
public higher education.

VANDALISM ... continues as the newly.oper~tive fountain bears bubbles.

Public highet education in
Massachusetts must Rlay a vital role
'in developing the capabiJitiesof our
people-particularly those from
middle· and lower· income levels-to
contribute to our economic giowth
and to fulfill their responsibilities as
citizens and parents.
Massachusetts is rich in private
institutions of higher education and
they and the pu blic institutions
should work together. But private

education is not avaUable to large
numbers of our citizen~ because of
high fuitions and limited scholarship
.funds. So our public universities,
state . colleges, and community
colleges must .educate over a
hundred thousand students a year
With a budget that is proportionally
among the lowest' in the United
States. We must give support to
these institutions to meet the
growing needs of the state and its
citizens. There are three "layers'" of
public higher education in the
Commonwealth:
15 community
colleges, 10 state colleges, 3
universities.
I . know that public higher
education has .gone through· a
difficult period with budget cuts in
books, materials,. library services
and teaching assistants and limited
(continued, p. 10)
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A1utual Respect fVeeded
Between'Students & Profs.

Subject: Mutual respect between student and teacher. Let it be
known from the beginning that in this editorial, I am not referring to all
students or all professors ... stereotypes usually aren't truly
representative.
There are some professors here at BSe that you can really count on
and. respect~ The reason? Because they respect the student in return.
But then 'there are those professQrs who feel the world owes them
something; that they are "above" the "lowly student". You know the
type ... you give them your best, but they don't see the need to
reciprocate. Let me put it more dearly;
-Have you ever waited two weeks or longer to get an exam back or
paper back?
-How often have you chased all around campus trying to locate this
almighty prof about something...only for him/her to tell you that he/sh~
simply doesn't have time to see you?
-How many times has a prof said he/she will take care of something
for you, only to find out later that it hasn't been taken care of? I suppose
the list could go on for quite a while.
As far as getting tests and papers back, sure it takes time to c~refully
read essays, but two weeks should be a sufficient amount of time. If takes
longer than that, the prof should carefully scrutinize the time he devotes
to his profeSSion and rearrange accordingly.
Do profs ever consider that students are sometimes just as busy as
they are? Why must students see profs only at their convenience? Most
of us have five courses each semester, plus other responsibilities such as
a part· time jobt and extra-curricular activities that help build a more wellrounded individual. Do we have extra time to chase profs around? Extra
time? What's that?
Many times I've heard students complain that when they attempt to
talk to a prof after dass, they get brushed aside because the prof has to
get a cup or coffee or some other important excuse like that. Is that any
way to develop respect and establish rapport with students?
How about the excuses for not fulfilling their responsibilities? 1 know
of someone who had taken care of all the requirements for student
teaching, only to find out that some necessary materials were
"misplaced". Where does student responsibility end in a case like this?
How many times must a student beg for promised services?
No, these aren't characteristics of all profs, and not all students do
their share in respecting profs, but what of those students who take their
education seriously? Who really put· something into their studies and
cIasses? Don't they deserve the respect of these professors?
To those profs who know they respect the students, you're
appreciated. You can always distinguish the caring profs from those who
don"t seem to give a damn:
-The caring ones talk to their students, and not just about
academics, either.
-The .caring. 9nes·can and d()always develop a good rapport with
their students.
.
- The caring ones get papers and exams graded quickly and get them
back to the student in a reasonable amount of time.
-The caring ones are willing to give their best - and they usually get it
back from their students.
To the profs who don't fit the above description, get your acts
together. How about a little common courtesy for your students? Give
back some of what they give you _. resgect and a lot of hard work.. You'll
see a difference in student attitudes. .JSA

ILetters to the Editorl
This week The Comment received a letter to
the Editor that was not signed. We cannot print
unsigned letters. However, if the students who
wro.te the letter. come in and sign it or submit
another letter, we will glad to publish it ..
The Editors
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Bring Your J.D. 's
to the Rat
The purpose of this article is
twofold: 1. a reminder for all
students, undergraduate and DeE
students to bring their validated
college 1.0. if they wish to be
admitted
to the aRathskeller.
2. to
e~plain briefly
Massachusetts
state a1colholic beverage law.
It is required by law that a person
must have positive identification
proving he or she is eighteen years
of age to be served in any establish-

~~~~o:k ~:~r~~~. ~~ich

serves

Many students have been refused
entrance to the Rathskeller because
they have left their LD. at the dorm,
lost theirI.D., haven't taken the time
to have their 1.0. validated, or for

f.~~~~ht~e:.ason

don't have an
Almost every month, bars, .
restaurants, and liquor stores in the
state are fined or have had· their
licences suspended for failure to
follow these regulations. Recently
several bars .in Brockton were
closed for serving patrons who did

"Scronson Rebulbal"
Obviously the people who did not
understand the Scronson
concerning "Bulb't are still in the
dark (as is the cartoonist). The
cartoon simply involved a man
crying for a bulb. Upon request, this
kin~ girl promptly presents him with

a bulb. Very simple, very unique.
However you must not blame me as
1was raised by a flood light with a lot
of florescence. All good things must
come to an end, so the saying goes;
Here today, bulb tomorrow.
greg dansak
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Classifieds, Letters to the
Ed·lOr,
at
A nnouncement s an d
'd
.
A vertlsements

Tuesday at Noon:
All news, sports, and cultural
arts articles.
-~-=--

________________-:-_______
Th e C- omment

not have positive proof of
identification. Proof of this can be
found each month in Mass.
Alcoholic. Beverage Journal which
(established 1927)
publishes a list of establishments
IEditor-in-Chief ...••..................•...... Jean M. St. Andre
who have violated the liquor laws.
Managing Editor ............................ Joan E. Thibeault
Students Improving Selves) is set up
Students who do not have an LO.
lproductiQn Manager ............................. Vicki Smialek
for the specific purpose of helping for whatever reason often say, "But
,News Editor ......•.............. : .............. Kathy Goudie
Older students. get suppOrt' the older student (there are over 400 you
know me, I'm twenty-one years
Culturcil Arts Editor .......•.............•........ Karen Tobin
of us) to adjust to the college. The old." Or "I can have my friend vouch
,Sports Editor .....•............................... Craig Kern
from O.A.S.I.S.
first meeting this year was attended for me that I am a student and I'm , Photography Editor ...................•....•.... Joni Dahlene
by President Rondileau, all the eighteen years old. This will not
:Asst. Photography Editor .......... , .. " . . .. Michael A. Eunice
Dear Editor:
deans, and "many advisors and ,cover us by law.
!Graphic Arts Editor ................ .; .....••..... Greg Dansak
Rec~ntly, in the Comment
counselors. They all welcomed the
When our license was granted by . 'Business Manager .•............................ Gerry LaCroix
editorials section, there was a letter C?ldeq;tudents to the campus, made the Town Selectmen three and 'a
.Advertising Manager ..................•.. T. Michael Robertson
from a woman student who has just themselves available to answer any half years ago, after a long court
.Distribution Manager ......:................... James A. Calnan
·retumed to college after an interval questions the students had, and battle, we stated that only members
'Office Manager ....................•....... Susan J. Laflamme
of several years. She wrote of feeling chatted with us .over coffee for an of the college community would be
Contributing Editors •....•• L .......... ..... Peggy J. Cormier
~'frustration and anger" at the
hour. Sadly, not many students allowed to enter the Rathskeller,
'. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ... Robert A.
Cote
.
·'negative" attitudes of students and bothered to attend. .
plus a limited number of guests. So
Writing Staff: Su~anAsci;RickBaker, Gil Bliss, Bob Buckley, James
professors towards who women'
. O.A.S.I.S. is an approved club on entrance is not only a question of
Calnan, Mary 'Carroll, Pat Duddy, Brian Gregg, Howard Hay, Kathleen
who . were trying to combine a campus that meets every Tuesday age, but a question of proving all
Healy, Joanne Herr~ Jon Lizee, Thames-Anne Magnier, Douglas
college career with the demands· of in S.U. 1 at .11:00. We have the persons entering are members of
Mildram, 'Kathy O'Hara, Audrey Oliveira, Michele Roy, Doug Schorr.
raising a family .. I strongly disagree advantage of having a faculty the college community.
Photo
Staff: Michael Gardner, David Higgins, Cindy Hummel, Sherry
with her stand. I, too, have just adviso}', who attends every meeting
When coming to the Rat, please
returned to college, after an interval and who really cares about the older bring your lD. It will mean less
Smith:
of ten· years. I feel that I have students, Dr. Diethelm. Last year, . hassles for you, and less hassles for
Production Staff: Martha Anderson, Sheila Brennan, Susan Brennan.
received nothing but respect, help, . O.A.S.LS. sponsored a discussion us.
Diane Calderone, Colleen Desmond, Karen DeWo!:, Jack Duncan,
and encouragement from group for single parents. ThisyearM~chael Gardner, Susan Kumin, Joe McDonald, Kim Cleghorn...
Sincerely,
professors and fellow students alike. who knows? The organization has
Jim McLaughlin
I think that the PFofessors look to discu~sed inviting different
THE COMMENT is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper
Night Operations Manager
the older students to give to the members of the faculty to talk about
serving. the academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is
classes an added dimension, from the services offered to the students
determined by the Editor-in·Chief in consultation with the Editorial Board. Rethe perspective of greater·\ by .their departments. We. also
publication of all material printed herein is forbidden without the expressed
experience and a more mature point spoke of drawing upa handbook to
written permission of the Editor·in-Chief. Letters to' the Editor are encouraged
of view.
but are limited to 250 words or less. Letters, classified \ aduertise·
help future students in our
Moreover, there IS an situation. O.A.S.I.S. has so much to· In the last week's .issue of The
ments and all other written material is subject to condensation. Advertising rates
organization on campus that' will offer to anyone who wants to take Comment, we incorrectly stated
are .available upon request. All correspondenca should be addr.€ssed to THE
that the Fastfor World Hunger will
work to help the older student advantage of it.
COMMENT. Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater MA; ext. 260 or 304.
take
place
on
Nov.12.
It
will
take
answer all the questions she posed.
Sincerely,
O.ASJ.S. (Older thant Average
Patricia M. Gesner place on Nov. 16·-0ur· apologies.
j)
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THE COMMENT
Teacher Prep and Placement:

1 Announcements I

Overseas teaching opens doors

HALLOWEEN RAFFLE WINNER
Early Childhood Learning Center Halloween Raffle Winner: Dori
AuCoin, Admissions Office, Tillinghast Hall.

PROSPECTIVE STUDENT TEACHERS
The Center for International Education has a special opportunity for
students interested in student teaching in Israel. The Walworth Barbour
American International School in Israel has a number of positions
available to student instructors for the second semester of the 1978-79
academic year. The positions are as follows: 1. Elementary aides for K6(two people required); 2. 7th and 8th grade English and Social Studies;
3. 7th and 8th grade Math/Science aide; 4. Two physical education aides,
one male and one felmale, to help serve the whole school. Students who
are interested are urged to contact Dr. Robert Freyermuth at the elE as
soon as possible.(Telephone: 759-7576, 727-4124)

by Sue Asci
Teacher preparation and
placement is a program which offers
services to students who have been
acu~pted into the program. The
office also gets involved in other
aspects of teacher placement such
as overseas teaching.
"The office of teacher preparation
and placement is responsible for
monitaring the rentension system in
the teacher preparation program
and noting whether the students
maintain the standards, said Dr.
Arthur Baker of the office of teacher
preparation and placement.
Student teaching assignments,
basically for seniors, are set up
through this o.ffice. Also, the annual
institutional certification list is
processed here. This is a list of
people who will seek teacher's
certification at the end of that year.
It's not mandatory for the student to
go through this office. The 1979
deadline is Tuesday, February 20th.
"This office also tries to acquaint
those who wish teaching positions
with whatever opportlmities we
learn of," Dr. Baker said.
Student teaching overseas is a
fascination aspect which involves
several steps. There are student
teaching programs in four
countries; England, Spain, ItaJy and
Greece. There is also one in Mexico
City. Interested students must first
visit their department.
"We review all application forms
for student teaching overseas from
interested students to verify that the
applicant's department approves of
the request for assignment and to
verify that the person meets all
:selection. criteria,H Dr. Baker said..
Students then take necessary
forms to Dr. Robert Mogilnicki who
has jus t bee nap poi n ted
International Education Advisor
and the liason with the center for
International Education (eIE) at
Mass. Maritime. Dr. Adamson was

Cains, France; Saville, Spain;
Lendon or Nottingham, England.
The student must a French or
Spanish major ot study in F ranee or
Spain respectively. Thecost varies.
Blit, the cost of tuition, room, and
board is relatively comparable to the
cost at BSC. (except Roehampton
Institute of London, England is
~uch more expersive).

H

SPANISH CLUB
There will be an important meeting of the Spanish Club on Tuesday,
November 7, 1978 at 11:00 a.m. in Boyden 32. Plans for a pot-luck supper
to be held on Nov. 12 will be discussed at this meeting. Everyone
interested in the supper should attend this meeting.

CAREER EXPLORATION CENTER
With Homecoming and all its excitement behind us, it is time once again
to turn
the business at hand - the business of pursuing a career . To
help you get started, the Career Exploration Center has announced the
schedule of Resume Writing Seminars for November. You can
participate in one of our groups by contacting Career Exploration
Center for time and date. Take advantage of this opportunity to Jearn a
skill you will use throughout your working lifetime. The September and
October Seminars were well attended. Make it a point to join us for one
during November ~

to

SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK CLUB
The Sociology/SoCial Work Club will meet on Thursday, November 9, at
11:00 a.m. in Student Union room 2. New members welcome! Also, the
winning raffle ticket will be drawn at this meeting.

FALL FEST '78
The Class of 1980 presents Fall Fest '78 Sunday Nov. 12-1 p.m. til6p.m.
Square Acres in E. Bridgewater (Rt 106)_ Tickets are $4.00 ... AII you can
drink! 1 ticket per BSC I.D;! Only 450 available. NO tickets will be sold at
the door! Tickets will be on sale in front of the bookstore Nov. 6 thru
Nov. 10 (Monday thru Friday) 1.1 to 1. Fall Fest '78 will be featuring
"Ronnie's Ragtime'" Refreshments are available, light and dark beer.

0

ARTS AND CRAFTS
Do you .need an idea for a holiday gift or a group project? Student
teachers, do you need some fresh ideas for your classes? We have the
answer if you do. The Faculty Wives Club will sell instructions for
hundreds of arts and crafts projects from their 1977 and 1978 shows on
Thursday November 9and again on Friday, November 17, 1978. The
table will 'be set up in the 'Student Union across from the Book Store from
10 A.M. to 2 P.M, on both days. The 1977 packet of instructions will be
offered for $3. 00 "anci the 1978 packetfor $5.00. BothJlq.cketscombiI1e(j
can be purchased for.$7.50. Some of the items trom the show:wiU <lIs<> b~
displayed.
0

o

FEMALES WANTED

OASIS
OASIS meeting Tuesdays at 11 am in SU 1. All are welcome

CAPS AND GOWN

Seniors, the cap~ and gowns which you ordered during the summer have
been received. You may pick them up in the Office of Student Life,
Boyden Hall, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. We
would appreciate it if you would dothis soon as our storage space is at a
premium.
....
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Open Forum:

How was Homecoming?
by Doug Schorr
After the Homecoming of last weekend, I decided to obtain a random
sampling of the student's opinions on the Question: "What do you think
of this year's Homecoming?,'
The answers were interesting and enlightening. Many of the students
were not satisfied with their Homecoming, especially the
upperclassmen. Some that were, complained about the Homecoming
Cpncert Band that was selected, and others thought that the ticket
prices were steep for what was being offered to them.
The answers that were obtained are as follows:
"It was really poor. It could have been better."
Brian Finnigan - Scott Hall
''The football game was great. Who won? I couldn't see from the parking
lot."
Joe Grella- Scott Hall
"I thought last year was better."
lisa Wilczynski - Shea Hall
"After finding out the results of Homecoming. I immediately devoured all
remaining beers to be found."
Scronson (Staff)
"I missed everything."
Anne Pizzuto - Shea Hall
"It was a party and a half."
Terry Perkins - Shea Hall
"Everything was sold out that I tried to go to. It was too expensive."
Sophie Abjoelle - Scott Hall
"I thought it was awesome."
Mike Condry (who else?)
/Crt wasn't as good as I thought it would be. It was too expensive."
Allison Preston· Shea Hall
"I liked it so much, I wasn't even around."
Gary Benhenek - Dartmouth
"Homecoming? It was great when I missed it."
Mrs. "Piggie" Benbenek - Scott Hall
"I had a good time, (when I was with moy girlfriend)."

,····~~~·:~~p~~·;,~t~1~~J~~fpft~,·,··;;:, ,. . \«flj1t;ijrjasJJr:rJt'I~~~~~¥~,~.~~~~~~;~~~~~a~~~~q.'i'i'';~"~;i ....',".,

Thursdays, from 6:30-9:00, fifteen to twenty females wanted to dance
with K.ey Club Out·Patients from Brockton V.A.lnstruction will be given
in Ballroom, line and social dancing. Transportation provided to and
from campus on Thursday nights, starting October 26_ Please contact
Claire Scott, Director's Office of S.U., to sign up.

o

Representatives from the elE
come and speak to Interested
students.
Other related programs include
student and faculty exchanges.
Students exchanges have taken
place in the past with Poland. Three
faculty exchange programs are
lalready operational in Poland,
France, and Puerto Rico.

.. - - ........ -~ ........ - .. -_ ........................ ..

ALL· COllEGE COMMIITEES
. There are still many openings available on All College Governance
Committees. These committees are comprised of students, faculty and
administrators and provide input into formulating official college policy.
For more information, or if you are interested in serving on one of these
committees, please contact or leave a message for AI Silva, President of
SGA. at the SGA office.

A TTENTION SENIORS
.
Senior portraits will be taken beginning Nov. 6th. Appointment sign-up
will begin Monday, October 30th in the Student Union Information
Booth. This year's photographer will again be Dodge-Murphy. Anyone
with questions please contact Paula Macomber at ext. 356, 357.
--- ....... _--- ........ -........................ ----- ...... _.... -........ -_ ............. -- ............................................ ........................ -.......................... -................:................ ..
~

SOCIOLOGY/SOCIRLWORK CLUB RAFFL"E-The SOCiology/Social Work Club will hold a raffle to benefit the
Lester Houston Lecture Series. Tickets are 50¢ each or 3/$1.00, and will
be on sale in front ofthe bookstore from Mon., Oct. 3.0 through Fri., Nov.
3, from 9·4 p.m. First prize is $~O cash, second prize is a case of beer.

The Suffolk University representative will be on
campus Friday, November 17th, from 10:00- 3:00,
. to talk witb any student interested in seeking a
MASTERS of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(MBA) or a MASTERS OF PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION (MPA). FOR AN
APPOINTMENT CONTACT DEAN JONES IN
STUDENT SERVICE AT BOYDEN HALL.
555~ee5~5E5~$5$$5555555555~=

associate registrar at BSC, has
been helping students for six years
and is going to become registrar at
the American College in Paris.
NStudents must be of good
standing.· They would teachinan
English-speaking school, so
knowledge of the language of the
country is not necessary~" Dr.
Mogilnicki said.
Dr. Mogilnicki is involved in
processing applications, looking at
transcripts, and helping students
with registration. This office will
soon be moved to Boydent Hall. He
forwards the applications to the elE
where Dr. Leonard Savignano
coordinates placement.
Student teaching overseas
usually involves grades K through
'12; In niost cases assigements are 8
weeks. Students must make
arrangements for round trip fare,
and room and board during the
practice teaching period.
1t is a fascinating dimension oflife
. for the student, Dr. Mogilnicki said,
"It offers to the student a new world
view."
This office also assists in the
placement of people after
graduation in American schools
abroad. Different jobs are available.
Some may teach in schools
designed primarily for children of
military personnel or for children of
working . personnel in various
companies. The jobs can be
permanent or temporary. The
company may pay the teacher's
fare, and provide low-cost housing
and other benefits in some
instances.
.
"The .rewards of going to different
parts of the world are very great in
terms of being able to observe and
participate in a different culture .
You begin to get a neW perspective
of the world and of yourself," Dr.
Mogilnkki commented. 1t brings to
one's teaching experience a for
richer resource than if one stays. in
;one's primary cpmmunity."
Studying abroad is also another
possible area of interest. Students

Party was great....

. 0 . · ....

How would Einstein
theorize about O'Keefe?
Although the O'Keefe formula lssecret, certain factors in the
equation are well known:
1. O'Keefe has a hearty, full·bodied flavor.

2. It is smooth and easy going down.

head commands respect.
Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded: it's too good to
gulp. Relatively speaking, of course.

3. Its

H

.m~~furoM~rm~oM~ar~

.. .

Debbie Nascamhieri - Scott Hall
"The Canoe Club was great and I enjoyed the football game."
Mark Cincotta

Imported from Canada by Century Importers, Inc" New York, NY

.
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cafeteria nut.

[ Classifieds I

Moe·Mae·It's back to being a kid again. That
shouldn't be TOO difficult. Now we're really
going to have to get motivated. That's the
word for the Quater! Poor Ei rest her soul. Ten·
Tem.

for sale

personal

JET-Now that you are being faithful! Make
sure your eyes don't wander to far ... DC.

1969 Volkswagon Beetle. Body in good
condition, but has a seized engine. Best offer
over $200.00 Call Michael at 697-8676.

MAGIC ZIPPER!?! Silly girls Ntricks~ are
for .•.weU. you know. Besides, it's not the
zipper that's ~magic", it's the .•.well, you
know .. :the magic wand"? Even though
zipper·grippin is .a P.DA, the "trick' would
have been a real 'treat'. (I felt up to it). MZG

To Tish, Happy 20th Birthday. Best wishes for
many happy returns. From one great thinker
to another. Love, A hope fully good friend,
Arka.rnedes.

1973 Capri $1,500. Sun Roof, Air
Conditioning, Aut~matic Transmission,
Snowtires - 70,000 mues. Ca!l697-4139.

housing
Two Bridgewater State females arelookingfot
a third to share three bedroom apartment jtn
Middleboro. It's only a 15 minute drive to the
campus. A great place for the right persolrl.
Call Nancy at 947·%32.
Beth, the art major from the Cape, therE l'S
been a big mix up! If still interested in
apartment, please call Nancy at 947·9632.

wanted
HELP WANTED - Part time poSition available
to represent travel company on campus.
Excellent opportunity to earn commission,
free travel and work experience. CONTACT:
Beachcomber Tours, Inc., 5225 Transit Rd,
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221. Tel. 716-632·3723.

Help! Cartoonist '. writer - comedien(ne) to
assist crazy person in producing and
developing ideas. Some TYPING,
proorreadign, and goode speling nessicary
reply via Personalls to Magoo.
Wanted: Person to iron two or three military
uniforms per week. Will pay and even provide
starch. Please contact Geny Levesque in
room 211 Scott. l( 356-357 or leave note under
the door.
Help Wanted - Telephone sales in Rockland
area· Part time 5 . 8:30 p.m. M-F, for more
info .• <:all1·337·7146, Mrs, Adams.

Friday Night? J.T.· stay NfaithfulN, Anne-sony,
my 'wild elbows", T.M.H.·have a good laugh,
D.C.·got the last dance and my B.D.V., R.P.
and K.C. - 1-Iome Sweet Home", and Sue maybe next time around, keep your feet on the
ground, I'U call, Love you all, C.Z. Diamond.
ERIC·Heard you were a freaky yeUow M&M.
You're not sexually bright all you could get was

$5.00.
PAT1Y'·Heard your Homecoming weekend
was excellent! You were nominated Queen of
the Drunks. Can you remember Mac's and
MJ's Halloween Party? All you did Wa$ eat
GREEN peanut M&M's. Your M&M costume
was great until you feU an" broke your nuts!!
Guess Who?
L . Happy 21st Birthday! Hope your day is
super. Love 0
To Anthony Mastorelli·Wethinkyouhave the
best legs on Campus! Especially in those tight
tights·The rest ain't so bad ejther! Get the
Picture? We'U be WATCHING you! Love, 2
Secret Admirers
.
To Doobs, Well here is your first personal in4
years. Best of luck 5Tudent Teaching. r know
that you can handle the situation. I have all the
CONFIDENCE in the world that you will be
great. Remember, 1t's only a piece of cake~
wGO NUTSN Love Arka.
Eus·Sorry about FYi. niter! Hope thins are
looking up. If you ever need anyone to talk to
feel free to call.-anytime.

services

Mike-l Haven;t washed MY Shoulder since
THAT P.D.A.!! BIDTDTDTD-HA!! - the
other Mike

Laundry done, I provide detergilnt. $2.50 pel
load, $6.00 minimum charge. Same Day
Se'rvice Available. Call 697·3982.

To Tim and Jim, two of our favorite N5cotties~,
(We1l put you in here too, Rick) We hope you'll
forgive us for leaving you out but we did it on
purpose so you would be priviliged enough to

Typing done. Grammar and punctuation
corrected upon request Call Joan, Room 220,
Pope Hall, ext. 382.
.
At,tention Students: Need typing?
Manuscripts, essays, etc. Prices reasonable.

Writing must be legible. Call 697-8271. 5:30·
6:30,

have your.OWtt. We hopEi

You

accept· this

apology because how could we forget you
N

W

& Cg's"?

'laurie: HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAVI! love; JET
and LK.

Attention! All those who have had ANY
contact with "La Machine see a doctor
IMMEDIATELY. Someone who knows.
H

,

Available for typing. Ask for Kathy. Call 697·

4152 or 588·3667.

ride/riders
['m going to N. Falmotlth on FridQv,
leaving sse around. 3:15 pm. Returning
Saturday from N.Falmouth around 5:15 p.m.
!'lead a ride~ Gall Mic~el at 697·8676.

For anyone who 'didn't get the scoop Lorraine
and Harry wiU be married April 1st of SO.
Everyone's invited. Also Eileen and Jackie
,missed a really good Halloween party. You
should have been there. Jackie stop writing on
the tables because you might contract hepititis
of the wrist muscle. Denise·keep up the spirit
its great. Sincerely, The wild and crazy

Classified Ad Form
Cb'CIe Heading:
FOR SALE

LOST &FOUND
RIDE/RIDERS

PERSONAL
OrHER

------~------------------------------~----~

Adto~a./~

______

~

______________________________

~-

-, .... __

.( ..

~.

To M&M-Why do they call you that anyway?
Hope you had a good time at the kick off party.
See yal Jean
To the girl in my Politics class: I've noticed you
and rm interested. If the feeling is mutual, let
me know. Just look a~t;nd. Signed: SAPPHO

_,,!It

C/4$sijieds ar. pee for all .tllden's,
faculty, ·staff. and administration 01 BSe.
'For all othen. rates ore $1.50 ~r column inch.

National Adver:ti~ng R~~e (outside ~as$.) IS $2.94 per c~lurru:~rich.

Name/Phone
Add,e~
. \

~~

Smudin's Marching Band had to be the best
feature of the Homecoming Parade· good job
guys . let's just hope that it never ceases in
future years. P.S. It will never compare to the
present crew of seniors! A member of the Sr.
Class float.
The midnight breakfast at the apts. Fri nite had
to be the bestJ Well·runned, Well-prepared good job Apt. 2C & 1. SNL

PKD, What a great weekend! Too bad we
missed it? K, how's your neck, why don't we.
P, see you "by the dashboard lights." 0, hope
you're better. The Kinky Kid.

Steve: You were excellent this weekend.
You're the best drinking buddy. Next
weekend you· better watch out. I know
someone who's going to attack you. Be
prepared! Guess who!

To Delicious "D": I'm so glad to hear that one
of my fans is still alive. I'm still here at
and
waiting till the time that you can find me! The
next move is yours. See you soon?? Signed,
Luscious "L".

Hollywood. We want to enjoy those
"Hollywood Nights." We'd like to hypnotize
you and do crazy things to your body. Please
report to Westgate Cinema.

sse

L.F: Just want to thank you for bringing a little
life and laughter to a dreary week. You
couldn't have come at a better time. There
should be more of you in the world...at least in
the college. I'm just glad that I was lucky
enough to meet you. Take care of your bod.
B.S.
To Bob and Kim, Room 113 • Thank you for
the hospitality Thw·sc!ay. I really appreciated
it. Please consider this a personal invitation to
my party at my house Nov. 10. Thanks again,

Jean.
To T M., I hope you understand your personal
this week. If not, what can you do? "SUE" me!
You do a very good job at that. "OoooPS"'get
laundry to do. Yours truly.
Jean: I'm glad I met you at the Canoe Club
Thursday night. Had a good time and also
enjoyed Friday night. Fun at the Ridge and
Scott Hall! Let's keep seeing each other. Your
Friend and "feUow jogger".
Paul L.: Hi Shrimp! I'm sorry that I ran out on
you the other night. I hope yoU; forgive me, but
you knOw how 1 feel. I defuUtely .want to talk to
you! So, try to cross my path sometime, okay?
I LOVE you. See you1 "Frizz" or "Cricket".

ToPete. You're a sleaze and a spnge!
E';eryone pays but you! Whv? (Connections ...
Connections) Drinking Buddy
Bob· Well, here's your personal you wanted!
You should really think about investing in a
back scratcher or else -I'm·· going to start
charging for the service. How about some
frozen yogurt pie? The Muskateers minus one

D.C. Walks funny.

Sin bad: times are cronging . but changing
means growth. Don't fear pain, hurt or
confusion -. they're essential parts that add,
not detract for love. It's ideal, it has the
necessary ingredients what we have - I lolle
you. Spaz.
His Majestu, the King M.P., you were a great
co-chairperson, but of course all us Italians are
great at everything. I sincerely hope that we
can work together again real soon. You are
making my last year at SSC one I will always
remember. It's nice to find a friend like you!
"This is the stuff that drea.-ns are made on"
Luv, The lone commuter. P.S. I liked your
Homecoming theme better!

Ei Ei Bee Bop . How's the London fog? Are you
still walking around in it? We all miss you here.
Take care. Musketeers Minus 1. P.S. How's
the EPT working?

Nan, the Keebler's tell us you have great
cookies but we don't believe in elves. P.S.,
always look over your shoulder when talking
about D & J . they might be listening.
Wintechec

J.D. Keep your paws off the "Incredible
Hunk". He's mine· J.S.
Russ C. of Scott. You're a cute guy, if you
figure out who I am, YOU CAN HAVE ME!
Love, La Machine
.
Paul. Thanks for what you are gonna do for
me. I really appreciate it. You're great!

J.Mc: You better get your rear·i~ar and get
the other half of the dough from K.C, or I will
get mine back. I'll 00 checking on it, often! It's
been 8 weeks!! Move it! 4'8.
Dean Deep, Dean Jones, and Greg Hall· it's
come down to the wire. What is
R.O.S.A.L.1.T.A? Dinner should taste
delicious! F Trooop

To "The Snez" What ""ould I do without you?
For a crzy iockette who's in love, you're stiU
always there for a friend. You're the best
roomy anyone could have! Love, Rob

Oh, but you didn't have a rough night Joan
Marie! You're legal now so watch your step,
your "'habit" is now considered a profession!
Glad you had a good time though. Minx and I
forgive you! Love, Your Roomie(s)

The Boys in lIB . Like the big pumpkin that
was hanging in the window. Where did you gilt
it, we'd like to get one just like it? Has the
pumpkin been getting any TLC; it's the only
way it will survive. The MuskateersMinus One
To TM: There is so mU,ch I could say, but you
wouldn't understand!!! It's not your fault . I've
never really explained. But thanks for trying.
You know I think you're great, no matter what.
(lioniel outdid Lance)
To Danny M., Peggy, Matt, Daisey, Cheryl,
Jill, David, and Allan, and Bob, after Camelot..
I thought I was genna die!!! You know what's
grose? Signed, Rosanne Rosanna Danna

Dear Spunky: I wish to congratulate you on
your fine performance in CAMELOT and your
marvelous taste in friends. Best wishes for
Continuing Academic success! I hope you
won't take this PERSONALLY (ha hal! Props

Melinda, Thanks for all the rides from
Bridgewater to Scituate and the reverse. But
PLEASE fix your glove compartment. our
knees have bumps! Hang on to your hunk .
you deserve him and he's lucky to have you as
a girlfriend. The 2:50 girls.

Johnny cakes: Why are you being so mean to
Moonblood? You're a doughboy.

1 hope "Everyone" is looking toward to Nov.

To Mike B. Thursday night (lO/26) started my
whole weekend off great! Never been so happy

14, "Dump on Tiny Day". If you see him, dump
on him.

,R emin:der! A'il" 'C.l~~~:~,~ij~;4~.~:,~,\J~hd
, Letters to the- Editor 'MUST be
signed in order to appear in The
Comment. Thank you.
MONDAY DRINKS '1.26

DISCO! DISCO! DISCO!

"MONDAY
NIGHT FEVER"
with OlIO and the DISCO LIGHTS

CONTINUOUS MUSIC AND DANCING ALL NIGHT LONG

BAIICE COIITEST MOIDAY $50.00 TO W'IIIER
Tuesday thru Sunday

Ruth, Have you heard my roomie got an "A"
on the Cosmo sex quiz? r think we should take
lessons. When are you staying over again? I
love house guests.
JCW., Hey, I'm absolutely crazy about you. I'll
really miss you when you move to Florida but
that'll just make my heart grow fonder and I'll
be wild by the time spring c(Jmes around and
you return. Thanks for a !fantastic! weekend.
Love, Deb

WANTED

HOUSING

Robin Roo-You better watch what you say
baby, don't forget I'm a MW!

Mike, it's so hard to get to know a commuter,
but I'd really like to! I know that we really can't
talk during our Tues./Thurs. class, but I just
want you to kr.ow that you're a hunkl L.

and . thatsa nice! Love, Spunky.

COOK E .. JARR
AND HIS KRUMS
DON'T MISS HIM - HE IS. GREAT

SUN.

VODKA

.& TONIC

M.S.1.OO

SHOWTIME 10:30

W

VODKA
& . .,

$1.0~O~"""~,,,,.

ToBobO. You are a hunkl Your eyes drive me
absolutely wild. The sight of you makes my feet
swell, my knees knock, and my palms sweat.
Your adoring fan

Any· newspaper, large or small, gets its inform·ation from a
variety of sources. The Comment, having a relatively small
staff, has a difficult time trying to keep an ear on everything
that's going on on campus. We need your help.lfyou·hear of
something that ,should be covered~ give us a call, and we'll do
our best to report on· it.
·.;Pro/essors, have you had a book published recently? Or
gone somewhere as a guest lecturer in your field? Let us know.
. .·Anyoneget engaged recently? We'll be glad to publish your
engagement announcement and picture -- send them;n .
..",Any important negotiations going on? (Such as faculty
contracts, etc.) 1/ the students should be awareo/thingslike
these, call the Comment and leave a message.
It's important to us that we report as much news as our srr-all
staff can handle, but we can~t do it alone .. . ; callus with a scoop!
J;hanks, the Editors
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Is yo ur he ad in the sand?

COURS E 101: PREMATURE
PARENTHOOD··Prerequisite:
. patterns.
pregnancies (at least among college yourself whether
Irresponsible Sex.
you and your ostrich.
,
Apparently confirming this lack of students) are much more
It's a snap course. Pass or fail. No
likely to friends are adequately informed
-respons
Carelessness and indifference
ible
sexual behavior at the occur if a couple are (sic) strugglin
exams, term papers, not even any
g and behaving responsibly and about, contrace
college
level,
Richard
ption are never
Hettling
er
to avoid intercourse than if they realistically toward sex.
classes. All that's required is
justified, and you can't make a
complacency about your own points out in his book, Sex Isn't have accepte d it. Babies are often
Perhaps you're right on top of the
sexuality and a basic naivete that's That Simple, that men often assume conceived because the parents, not latest contraceptive developments. problem go away by pretending it
quite
wrongly
isn't there.
that
any
girl
who
wanting to admit
sure to keep you from being in
agrees to heavy petting or accept responsi their desire or But, most likely you're not
control of your own sex life.
bility for their thoroughly informed about the
intercourse has
If your general attitude on the herself for casualalready equipped actions, failed "an principle4 to take various methods. how they work,
sexual
activity.
adequate precautions
subject of sexual relations is not Many fail to
check that their partner carried away by passion and were and how safe they are. Why not find
unlike Scarlet O'Hara 's '111 think is protecte
. It is not the out what you don't know.
d, and some could care promiscuous who get caught,
about that tomorrow", and jf birth less
but
The POpulation Institute on
whether
she
is or not. Some the idealists who discover (too late)
control is something you choose to men
Washin
gton, D.C .. will assist any
and women assume that that they were not able
leave up to "'him'" or ner" or to because
to control college student in organizing a
abortion
is
available
as a their sexual needs and then find project to develop
'"fate"', this course is for you. .
or imprave
,last resort,
Women will learn to shorten their worry aboutthere's no. reason to their marriage starting out with the campus birth control services on
pregnan
cy,
ignoring
heavy burden of an unwanted conjunction with college health
college years considerably and the fact that
reduce lifetime earning power matter of abortion is never just a child."
departments. Academic credit may
a simple visit to the dodos
We propose that you be the be arranged.
substantially through the birth of an office."
judge. Ask yourself whether the
unwanted child or deal with choices,
Take the initiative. Act as peer
In defense
such as abortion or early marriage. Hettlin ger of collegiate morals, stateme nts that have been made counselor to your fellow students.
says, "'Unwa nted about you are on target. Ask
Men will explore the joint
Stop behaving like the campus
decision-making process on issues
such as abortio n, marria ge,
paternity, etc., perhaps ultimately
experiencing the opportunity of
learning to deal effectively with irate
paren ts, social pressu re,
fatherhood, divorce, child support
and so forth.
The foregoing course description
is fictitious. It is an attempt to raise
the sub rosa issue of premarital sex
and to call attention to the fallacy
that ostrich-like behavior will
lis an
eliminate having to deal with the
"I can :make you a matheoral traditi on. Over
danger of unplanned or unwanted
matical model, babY' Talk
the years, it has
pregnancy. To bury one's head in
about your WildJjfe!
the proverbial sand most assuredly
tt.~~
~ibeQ
.
en
passed
down
But when lookin g for
(ii
will not eliminate that possibility
from teache r to
sheer courage, W. Dexter
'pupil, father to son, packag e
and, with the ostrich as a mascot,
Poole must rank in lore
one day your luck is apt to fly right
store owner to custom er. .As a
among the top mount ainout the window.
result, a folklore - a mytho leers. Fond of saying "The
The focus of attention appears to
ogy, if you will-h as forme d
road to truth goes throug h
have shifted in recent years from the
armm d the mount ains of
bad neighb orhood s:' Poole
sexual behavior of college students
Busch. You, bemg a studen t
enjoye d skirtin g with
toward that of teenagers in general
of mount aineer ing, no doubt
, danger and approa ched
and of younger teenagers in
wish to acquai nt yourse Jfwith
particular, thus statistics regarding
, mountaineermg as a test of
these truths and haJf-tr uths,
intercourse on campus (which is
surviv al skills. In his most
these
stories
both
accura te
notoriously. difficult to"estimate) are
famou s challen ge, Poole,
and apocry phal. A wise deci'not' very torrent !;NevettheIess, in
eQuipp ed only with 30 waterthe e'arlY'iPaff"'bf-'this ct~ca.qfi,irwas
·~ifus~;~.Ir~i~~:_~~.~~~~:~'~~';'\r:'14'i~~!(;~".~.
estimated that on a national average
One of m01IDtallleertng's
about 65 percent of male college
area
as Cleveland. He
earlies t legend s is BeIlIl.ington
student s engage in "coitus" and
was
up to the taak. Within 24
J3axter
..Benni
ngton.
Advent
about 50 percent of college women.
urer,
hODrS,Poolewas bask·
intern ationa l bon vivant and
No doubt this means that a high
ing 1.ffider the hot sun of
invent or oithe phrase "your .
percentage of college students
.Antibes, downing the
engage in "pre-marital sex"'.
check is in the mail:' it was
.,smooth, cold, refresh ing
In any case, the New York Times
who perfec ted the finer points .
mmmt ains of Busch Beer.
points out (as recently as June,
of expedi tion financ ing. While
. A credit to his
1978) that "'Half of the 11 million
other mount aineer s resort ed
colleagues
sexually active U.S. teens used no
to such bizarr e extrem es as
and a colcontraceptive the last time they had
gainfu l emplo yment , Ben.ntr lgleague on
int~rcourse." Furthermore, it is
ton subSidized assaul ts on the
credit.
believed that one out of every ten
Busch mount aintop with creteen-age girls aged 15 or over in the
What.
ative economics ..An amalg am
U.S. will become pregnant this year;
becom
es
career
to
reflect
upon
the
seof paper schem es, franoh ised
and roughly 30 percent will bear
a legend
cretof
succes
s,BeIl
Il.ingt
on
dream
s,
dumm
y
corpor atiOns
illegitimate children.
'
most?
reveal ed his IlrSt rule: "Keep
and corpor ate dumm ies kept
Theories are lately being put forth
That
all
your
assets
liquicf
'
hi.n:i
in
clover
for nigh on 20
to explain this epidemic of teenage
Anoth er freque nt subjec t
11$caJ. years. Asked at ---7'_ _ _
pregnancy: that fear of pregnancy is
of
mount
aineer ing lore is
cuJ..:rn:i
nEl.tion of hiS
not as great as it once was and that
the wildlife. Nume rous '~I~I
mother hood is subcon ciously
tales abound, but perhap s J
desirable as a substitute identity and
the most famou s story is
rite of passage into adulthood. One
that of the 1973 MunCi e
women's magazir ,.3 indicates that
MathematiCS Convention. AU
"many girls·think that sex should be
75 prodig ies, willz kids and
spontaneous ana "that contracepbefudd led genius es initiat ed :is (one) a matter of subjective
tion would make it calculated and
judgm ent and (two) :in a con• unromantic."
an after hours expedition.
Richard F. Hettlin ger ,M.A.,
It began harml essly Q.LJ.\,.J'-'r'..lJ.o/ stant state afflux . Keep in mind
legends are create d every dalY: So
author of several books and articles
But soon, the Busch mounon sex' among young adults,
tainee rs reache d the MobiUS when you flex your mount ainparticularly college students, writes:
Strip, a racy nights pc ',taring
eering muscles, be .,~~iii~~'.
'1 suspect that sexual behavior on
true to the tradito highb row h:ijipkS. E ,Jre the
c~mpus is more often less free of
tion. At best,
"evening was over, severa l of
L.c:nvention than it' appears. Rather
you'll be part.
them
were
bendin
g
the
slide
than being based on independent
of history.
rules. Others were smoki ng b:ig
values, it frequently seems to be
At
least,
c:igars
and
telling
every
woma
n
motivated by a continuing need to
you'll baa
in S:ight
were agents with
reject traditional mores. It continues
near-m yth.
" eye
.&..LF" ....
' ..........
to. be an extension of the necessary
adolescent celebratian of escape
I Mount:a.inaeI'ing is the ac1enoe a.nd art of dr1nldng
Btlsoh. The term ol'lg:lnatoo due to the stJOWY,loy pealm sportOO. bytha
from the confines of .establishment
label 0UbS1de and perpetuate s due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste
inside. The above rrmmta.iIleers and these scenes
of their exploits are legendary; any simi1a;ritY. to actual peciple,
anti-sexuaJism, rather than a mature
lliring or dead is purely coiIJcide:nta1,
and considered .pattern based on
reflection. and -critical judgement.
, A study done by Greer Litton Fox
for the Merrill-Palmer Institute,
published in 1977, reports that
''''patter
of contrac
eptive into
use
amon'g.·ns collegia
ns, taking
accoun t their increased maturity,
.
.
'
educati on, indepe ndence , .,and
.
.
.
pr~Wnably. .greater ~(;F~. to
juSt
H.ead
m01lll~~.
contr~ception ... do nClt.s~.eIJlJo J~--.....------~~~~~",""'!"'~~~~~-,.~~:---~-~~- ~- ~~-....,....",!"":,,,-:--~-~
differ· very much ·from~''te~nage:"
-....,....~~~~~--~--,
II
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1. Mrs. Henry Rosen and Dr.
V. James DiNardo stand before

, m~rnoriqlin,hC!nor ()fDr. Henry
"Rosen,

memoeroj' thfe college

faculty and coach of the tennis
team from 1952 to 1975. Tennis
courts at Great Hill have been
named ' in his honor. The
dedication took place Saturday
morning and was attended by
College officials, members of
Dr. Rosen's family, and past and
present members of the Tennis
Team~

2. The Homecoming Queen
finalists for the 1978 line-up just

prior to' announcement of the
Queen.
3. TheWRA/MAA float on
march to the football field Q'nd
the'Homecoming Game against
Nichols College.
4. Quarterback Bill Armstrong
throws 'a strike in the· first'
quarter of Saturday's game.

photos. courtesy of Dave Wilson
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The football
field was dedicated
prior to Saturday's
game with Nichols in
honor of former
coach and professor
emeritus Edward c.
Swenson (center).
President'Rondileau
is at left and at right
is Mr. David Flynn,
present Deputy
Commisioner of Administration and
Finance for Mas5.acusetts, and onetime football player
under Coach Swen·
son. The President
and Mr. Flynn both
spoke at ceremonies.
2.Cloes:of'79 flogt
is< In front 'of Boyden
hall, prior to parade
to football field.
3. In this action
shot of the game, Al
Colarusso breaks
thr a big gain with
the help of a key
block by offensive
guard Fran Muccio.
1.

2

3
Homecoming Queen
Results
Queen _
Cindy Harnais
1st Runner-Up:
Paula Macomber
2nd Runner-Up:
Nancy Rogers
3rd Runner-Up:
Lynn Mallette
4th Runner.. Up:
Kathy Goudie
5~h Runner-Up:
Margie Haskins
.. FLOAT JUDGING
. 1st Place: Early Childhood
2nd Place: Class of '79'
:,3r;d"Place:Ens. Theatre
'.;,.~~; ":~i~.c·~:,~,,'::f.~':ffi'-:~~0:·i~,~ ;,~;:<1'
<.,,' ,/ ',':, .;:~ ··:~;:"t '~'
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Clinic Features Cardiology Specialist
Dr. Marlene Rabinovitch,
Associate in Cardiology at
Children's Hospital in Boston, was a
guest speaker at the. Bridgewatzr
State College Children's Physical
Developmental Clinic recently, and
told the eighty sse stude>nts who

serve as clinic assistants that "heart
defects are common in children
born with other physical problems,"
and said that current medical
thought stresses exercise to help
these children improve.
Dr. Rabinovitch, one of a series of

professionals in medicine and
related fields who regularly meet
with the clinic assistaots, outlined
various types of heart ailments and
symptoms they might encounter as
they work closely with the sixty-five
special needs children who are
presently enrolled in the Clinic.
The Clinic, a Community Service
of the College, is now in its fith year
offering nine-week programs which
are held on Saturday mornings in
the College's Kelly Gymnasium.
During the clinic sessions the BSe
students who serve as assistants
work on an individual basis with
each child, completing a series of
motor development and coordination exercises designed to
strengthen and improve physical
and social skills. The dinic lectures,
featuring speakers such as Dr.
Rabinovitch, are held prior to the
start of each Saturday morning
clinic session.

Dr. Rabinovitch told the students
that "heart problems complicate
and worsen existing problems, but
major advances in the treatment of
heart defects are helping many
children with such difficulties."
To indicate the magnitude of the
problem, Dr. Rabinovitch explained
that 1/3 of all babies born with
Down's Syndrome have heart
defects.
"The motor development of
children with heart defects is slowed
in comparison with other children,"
she stated. "F or _example, the
normal child without a heart
problem will sit up at 6 months,
while a child with acyanotic or
cyanotic heart problems will take
from 7 to 10 months. The first words
and the first phrases will also likely
come a bit later, and the IQ
development of such children may
also be a little slower."
Dr. Rabinovitch then explained
what signs to look for in children

with heart problems which indicate
their level of stress, and how to act
accordingly to insure the child does
not overdo.
"It is important to let these
children develop to their maximum
talent," she explained. "One has to
be patient, to watch for signs of
over-exertion, and to provide
opportunities for rest. F or example~
we encourage many of these
children who are in school to take
gym classes along with everyone
else, so long as the teacher is aware
of the child's limitations."
Dr. Rabinovitch emphasized that
some forms of exercise are
particularly beneficial, while others
potentially harmful. Good exercise
would include swiming, slow
jogging, and gymnastics. Types of
exercise to be avoided are those
involving any kind of weight lifting or
isometrics, which put too much
strain on the heart.

Frank Hatch Speaks out on
_ . Public Higher Education

(contin~ed from

Dr. Marlene Rabinovitch spoke to eighty cHnicians on Saturday at the
Physical Developmental Clinic.

Keep plugging for those "C's"
by Howard Hay
The intense academic pressure

average are. as follows:

Ponot li$tentothePfQf~r:•.lf
you must even look at him or her, do
something constructive like trying
to guess his or her weight or
admiring his or her poor taste· in
clothing.
2. Write a letter to your girlfriend
or boyfriend.
3. Draw pictures or doodle
instead of taking notes.
4. See how longyou can hold your
breath.
5. Count the individual flakes of
dandruff on the person's head in
front of you.
6. Think erotic thoughts about
the person of your desires(men be
careful on this one}.
7. Skip class most of the time so
you won't have any idea what's
going on when you do show up (this
is one of my favorites which I
practice religiously).
The main thrust of the Fretting
and Forgetting seminar is that if you
force yourself to forget all
h01Jlework assignments, you will
become a much happier and
healthier student. Gone will be the
endless hours in the library and-days
spent laboring over the typewriter.
This tactic aids immeasurable in
keeping those all important grades'
down.
When a student has successfully
mastered the Art f of the All·
Nighters,those C's are totally within
reach. Not. only do these cram
sessions result in over sleeping,
waking up just in time for dinner,
they'a1so make you look like the
wrath of. God. This gives you the
opportunity to· spend all your free
time putting yourself back together.
"We hope this program will be
successful,"stated Dean Brainless,
"'in reducing the academic strength
of students everywhere, but
especially here at Bridgewater
State.'"
You,yes you, too, may realize the
dream of becoming a straight·C
student, if you're not already, by
enrolling in the C·Minus program
this semester.
By the way, if anyone was curious
about who wrote .the article on the
S.G.A. wearing togas, it can now be
revealed for the first time that I waS
the author.

"h~e;at,B~ter:~i~OO;~; .• :!i,~~,~ •.

the object of student criticism.
Indeed, students actively protest
this sometimes unbearable pressure
....ia such mechanisms as the primal
scream or one beer too many at the
'Rat' on Thursday nights. There are
some groups on campus that arm
the ambitious student with the tools
for success in every academic
endeavor. Those who are
consistently successful,however,
are an extreme minority.
The majority of this institution's
students, fitting into the ~average"
category;are unfairly discriminated
against by programs for
overachievers. The administration
realizes the plight of this long
suffering majority here at B.S.C.
and this semester has initiated a
program to accommodate the
needs of a .... erage students
everywhere.
The code name of the program is
C-Minus. Headed by I.M.
Brainless, Dean of Academic
Problems; it is "meant to reassure
average students that, yes,
someone has got to beat the middle
level, and as long as it's you, we can
provide some helpful hints that will
keep on earning you those C's....
There are eight totally
incompetent counselors· that
conduct the· program}s various
seminars in areas such as Classroom
Behavior, Fretting and Forgetting,
and perfecting the Art of the All·
Nighter. The director finds that the
less these ~ounselors know about"
their subject matter,the more they
will be able to confuse the students
who come to them for i!elp. "Past
experience has shown ..... says Dean
Brainless, "'thatthemoreconfuseda
student is, the more he or· she
succ:-assfully avoids those wretched
A's."
"
The seminars are held in
deliberately obscure locations so
that jf and when the student derives
the whereabouts of the session,
they will already be well on the path
to hysteria. InJividual attention is
generally not encouraged because
matters tend to become clearer
when discussed in sruaU groups.
Some hints on classroom
behavior for maintaining that C

p.l)

raises for faculty and. administrabe subject to review and change; the like to make· sure that ~he
tors. I understand the fear and
weak spots must be cut, the good administrative budget ceases to
apprehension in the minds of
parts strengthened_ The whole outstrip the money devoted to
students and faculty when budget
structure needs review. A legislative teaching.
cuts are talked about. I am
We must also work toward better
committee I helped set up is now
committed to maintaining
studying this complex subject and ·coordination between the public
appropriations which relate directly
we must await its recomenda- and private institutions, but not at
any
to educational excellence-books,
tions. But I can tell you I will listen to the price of sacrificing
library services, faculty salaries and
all points of view before making my wothwhile program at a public
teachable class sizes.
final judgement. I can tell you what institution. The state must also deal
A key power of the Governor is kind of standard 1 will use in fairly with faculty and students alike.
Finally, we must consider raising
his power of making appointments " reaching a final conclusion.
to the governing boards and the
To be acceptable to me, tuition for out of state students so
board of highe·r education. I can proposed cuts should raise the that the tuition structure is as
assure you the appointments that I
quality of education available to the equitable as possible.
As Governor, I will visit each and
would make would be strong
student, or at least not lessen it. The
jn,depeflden.t~.~Qw.l~~b~-;. ~d prograros we must cut are those every public· inst~tion of higher'
committed to excellence in pUblic that are" no longer responsive to education. I wiU· be open and
education. 1 will actively seek
student or public needs. or that are accessible to students, faculty,
candidates who are products of, or
pleasant but not an essential part of administrators, parents and all
who are working in, our public . the educational process, or that are concerned citizens to preserve and
higher education system.
weak inessential copies of enhance the Commonwealth's
Like all parts of the state budget,
something being done better in commitment to public higher
the ~igher education 'budget must
another part of the syst.em. I world education.

MAGIC
ATERRIFYING LOVE STORY

JOSEPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS
MAGIC
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.O. ERICKSON
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN.
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E. LEVINE
AND RICHARD P. LEVINE
DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATfENBOROUGH

....

PRINTS BY DE LUXE" TECHNlCOLQR' R;~ rl'!<.'''_~-;) ~
~.._l~!t!!~~~ lllBlj~
-.

Oj9"~b-wu

STARTS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8tH AT ATHEATER NEAR 'y()IJ
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATERUSTINGS
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,When the blind rule, David will lead!
by Kim Cleghorn
worked for the Taunton newspaper
Recently, a friend of mine was and was the high school
driving me to school and he saw correspondent for the Gazette.
three guys walking toward the
Being blind does not affect David
Union from town. One of them was as much as people may imagine.
leading the others around, showing Since he lost his sight at the age of
them the campus. Surprisingly, he six when he contracted retinitis
was carrying a white cane! My friend pigmentosa, David has had years to
saw the cane and exclaimed, "What learn to live happily without seeing.
the heck is that guy doing, Dave said that he remembers colors
pretending he's blind or and things, but still uses his
something?" I told him that his name imagination. He said, "People worry
is David Barreiros, a blind student at about me a lot more than I ever
SSC. My friend couldn't believe it, worry about myself." He claimes it
because Dave gets around so well. took about two weeks to get to
David is a freshman psychology know the campus. (I've talked to
major, and is actively involved in' many orientation leaders who swear
singing with ,both the Chorale and he knew the place in three days!)
the Catholic Center folk group. He
Dave walks to his classes carrying
also intends to write for the his cane, some heavy paper, and a
COMMENT next semester.
Braille writer, a gray metal machine
David loves to write and has had wnich resembles a typewriter,
two of his poems, The King which David uses to take notes.
Amongst Kings and The Birth of the David says the machine is kind of
Greek 'Deities, publisned in the noisy and that people have really
Reader's Digest. The play Merry been good about letting him use the
Christmas, Mr. Pierce was machine in class. All of his notes are
published and used by a school in taken in Braille and are Extremely
Anchorage , Alaska. Dave has also neat--the kind of notes we allwish

Johnson and Wales College and is
we could take.
One of David's greatest campus now in New Mexico, workmg as
challenges was learning to head cook at John Denver's ski
recognize all the new voices. lodge. His sister, who is also blind,
Although he has a hard time attended Bristol Community
recognizing aU the "Hi's" while College and works at St. Ann's
walking down the hall, he is doing Hospital in Fall River, where she
heads the Children's Activity
exceptionally well
Don Marson is Dave's roommate. Division.
I asked Dave if he had any general
Dave is really grateful to Don for
treating him like another human statement to make. "I'm looking
being and not patronizing him. "f forward to the first power failure at
couldn't have a better roommate. BSC, so I can laugh at all the sighted
Pity is the worst feeling anyone people who have been nasty to me_
could have towards me. I'm so glad
Don doesn't feel that way." Dave
has even taught Don a bit of Braille-enough to leave messages. Don
enjoys taking pictures. because
The Bridgewater State College
Dave is such a good candid subject!
I was curious about how Dave Student Union Program is
extremely proud to present Dr.
coordinates his wardrobe so well.
Jacques Vallee on November 14,
His mother sews little metal tags
1978. As an international U.F.O.
inside the waistband of his pants,
which tell him their color. His shirts
investigator. and researcher, Dr.
Jacques Vallee is a major figure in
are hung in his closet in order and
the field and one of ·its most original
some of them have special features
that help him tell the difference.
thinkers. He has published over 40
articles and is the author of 5 books
"Just as long as nO one switches the
on U.F.O.'s including The Invisible
tags or rearranges my closet, I'll be
College. Jacques Vallee recently
okay."
served as the model for·' the
Recently, Dave led Sophie
character 'Lacombe' in, the film
Caridemos blindfolded through 'the
"Close Encounters of the Third
campus for one of his classes. "If KindH.
you think it's hard for me to get
Jacques Vallee will be at
around sometimes, you should have
Bridgewater State College on
seen the two of us! It was the blind
.
Tuesday November 14th at 7:30
leading the blind--literally!"
~
. th St d t U "
e . ~ e!1
f!lon
David jogs every othe; night p. m: l.n
"1
h t'
H"
Audltonum. AdmISSIon IS 50¢ WIth a
a boUt tw0 mt es eac lme. e IS ~'IF-_-IliiiiiiiiiiE:5:lead by Gary Stefaniak. Each of .
them holds an end of a Chinese
jumprope.
- Dave's family is glad he is here at
BSC, not too far from his Taunton
home. "My mother thought I was
going to starve here, but I'm not. I've
lost a little weight, but due to
exercise·"jogging. "
David is the youngest of his
His brother graduated from

That's when the blind will rule, in the
darkness, and if you're nice, I'n help
you get around!" he replied jokingly.
David is really an inspiration to
everyone he meets. I hope everyone
on campus has the chance to talk to
him sometime, as he is a unique and
valuable member of our college
community.
"P.S.," Dave added, "I'll be
waiting for this to come out in
Braille, but I guess I shouldn't hold
my breath!"

Vallee, U.F.O Investigator -to
Appear at Bridgewater State College
Bridgewater State College 1.0. card.
Public admission will be $1.00. Dr.
Vallee's illustrated presentation will
examine the impact of U.F.O.'s on
personal and social consciousness.
What happens to a witness during a
U.F.O. experience, the effects on
society when reports become public
and"control systems which may be
operating behind the phenomenon
will be discussed.
H

So for all you U.F.O. believers
and non-believers. here is your
chance to learn more about the
questions behind U.F.O.'s. Be sure
you are at the Bridgewater State
College Student Union Auditorium
on November 14th at 7:30 p.m. For
information call Linda Ragosta at
697·8666.

=====5'5ijiiaa:================9i1

Got any hot tips on
campus doings?
Call The Comment-ext.
304 or 260.

I
I

When You Order Your' ULTRIUM®
COLLEGE RING

PEOPLE'S
DISCO

IRTE.
28, RRII8E"ITER· 891·. .
260-LIGHT DISCO DANCE FLOOR
I HAPPY HOUR 6:00-9:00

Plus! ... your choice of the following options when
ordering an ULTRIUM®OR10k GOLD RING!

.

e-WEEK DISCO DAIICE COURSE
-NO COVER WED. & THURS.

$1.00 FRI. & SAT.. - PROPER DRESS

OPEl WED., THURS., fRI., SAT. nL 21.1.
lUG .'IIUILE f81 FUlenal'
'/

;

.7.....

• Imperial Cut Birthstones
'. Sunburst Stones
• Genuine Tiger Eye

• Simulated ,Diamonds
• Genuine Jade
• Genuine Earth Stones

TUESDAy - WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 7, 8
IN FRONT OF BOOKSTORE
,FROM IOT02
DEPOSIT $10.00
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The Arts Upcoming Events
Fall Concert
•
IS Tomorrow Night

The BSC Choral Society's Fall
Concert is tomorrow.Friday
November·3 at 8 p.m. in the Student
Union Auditorium. Performing will
be the Chorale with its sub-group,
the Chamber Singers and the
Women's Glee. with its sub-group
the Americana Singers.
TheWomen'sGleeClub,agroup
of about 25 singers, is conducted by
Dr. Maxine Asselin. They will be
performing 3 pieces '"How Excellent
Thy Name," by George F.
Handel( 1685-1759) is the opening
chorus from the Oratorio Saul. It is
accompanied by a piano duet edited
by William Herrmann of Wellesley
College. Felix Mendelssohn's 1830
Mot~tJQr Womens Chorus "Veni
Dimlm:i"'-'(Lord descend to us) Op.
39 No.1. will feature soloist Adrith

McCartney, and will have organ
accom-paniment. Also scheduled is
"You Shall Not Fear," by Franz,Aft.
later from a set of nine pieces which
formed the incidental music to Red
Riding Hood. It was first published in
1878.
The Americana Singers, a group
of 13 select voices, wiB perform
Robert Hammond's "My Lady
Greensleeves", a set of 5 madriguls
based on English airs and dance's
including the traditional
Greensleeves. Also scheduled is
Zoltan Kodaly's "Ave Maria," a 20th
century setting of the traditional
text.
The concert is tomorrow night at
8 pm in the S.U. Auditorium.
Admission.is free!

Arts for All
Notes
There is much to reort in this
week's article about the HArt's for
All" club. Recently, our club
sponsored two activities; both of
which were very successful.
First was our Fall trip to New
York City during the Columbus Day
weekend, In talking with many of the
students who went (not all of whom
were Art Majors); I learned that a
good time was had by all. Some
people took in a few of the major
museums such as the Metropolitan
Museum, of Art. ,.the. GU~Meim
Museu1n~ tneMuSfK1iti' 'rifMci<letn i
Art and the Museum of Natural
History. Others spent their time
window shopping in Grenwich
Village or strolling through the many
sidewald 'art exhibits surrounding
Central Park. Stn! others decided to
take in a few of the theaters for
which New York City is famous.
The variety of both on and off
Broadway shows made it very
difficult to decide which shows we
should see during the too short time
we had there. A few of us even found
the time to take in Rockefeller
Center, the World Trade Center or
the Statue of Liberty. All in all, it was
a, very busy, informative weekend
filled with excitement, fun and some
frustration. (Anyone who has not
been to N.Y.C. cannot appreciate
the relative simplicity of BOston's
subway or bus systems.)
. About two weeks ago, we showed
the well-known film, "The Agony
and' the Ecstacy" starring Burt
Lancaster as Michelangelo.
Although the movie was steeped in
HollYwod exaggeration, there were
enough historic facts to make the
movie an informative one on this
man's life.
A special thanks, should be given
to Professor John Heller for letting
the Art Majors have this year's
Halloween party at his most

WBIM
PRESENTS

.THE
MASTER
'oF THE,
AIRWAVES

SAT 9 -12p.m.
SUN. 12 . .2 p~m.
THURS. ,9 ·12 p.m.

interesting and beautiful home.
Everyone there had a great time and
certainly got some fantastic ideas
for next year's costumes.
1'd like to mention also, a few of
our upcoming events for the rest of
the semester. I will let you know
about the exact dates for these
events in the near future. Three
guest lecturers are scheduled: Paul
Rahilly (an expert in watercolor);
Enrico Pinardi (and expert in wood
carving); and Hal Hurwitz, will
dis<:u~ ,the u,~~irlg~ ~~. ?fttte

Child'" 'and·' reciIit people as
promotional volunteers for this
important effort.
Next semester's budget has been
passed in to, the SGA and I an
pleased to announce that a few very
exciting events have been planned,
one of which is a trip to Washington
D;C. for 4 or 5 days during Spring
Break. A full list of scheduled'
activities will be announced later.
Remember! Your support is
always needed at our weekly
meetings on Tuesday at 3:00 in the
Art Building Seminar Room.

Paul Winter Consort must be
seen and heard first hand to
appreciate its own unique musical
style. Utilizing all forms of music
(rock, folk, oriental, jazz, classical,
and African) the Consort develops
its own original compositions.
The five man Consort, headed by
Paul Winter on saxophone,
combines more than thirty
instruments including harpsichord,
tympannies, and xylephone to
produce its own haunting sounds.
Also, Winter, an environmentalist,
borrows the voices of nature in the
show. Whales, wolves, and birds are
featured backgrounds on various
selections as Winter points out our
responsibilities to the endangered
species.
The Paul Winter Consort,
sponsored by the Student Union
Program Committee, is coming to
BSC on Wed., Nov. 15th, at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Union
Auditorium. Tickets are available in
the SU Information Booth for $1.00
with SSC 1.0., and $3.00 for the
general public.

performance practices at the Longy
School of Music in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

....

Ballet's performance of "The
Nutcracker." It will be a 6:30 show
on Sunday, Dec. 10. The ticket
price for the ballet is $7.00, if you
would like us to provide
transportation by bus your ticket
price will be $8;00.
Further
information can' be found in the
Information Booth. The bus will
leave in front of the Student Union
at 5:00.

,

Musical Tour
of~oque
Europe
On Thur!!tday; -November 2, the
Student Union Program Committee
will present a Musical Tour of
Baroque Europe performed by
Charles Coldwell on the' recorder,
Robert Hill on the harpsichord and
Eli Potash on the viola da gamba.
Charles Coldwell has a varied and
'extensive background in music,
coming to the recorder as his
principle instrument ten years ago
after years or study on the flute and
after years of study on the flute and
violin. In 1973 he received a Masters
of Music degree in the Performance
of Early Music from the New
England Conservatory of Music,
Boston, where. he" studied. wjth

i

Charles Coldwell

,' :

Hair
...
Cutting Session

The 'Program Committee will
present a hair cutting session on
Tuesday, November 7 at 7:30 in the
S.u. demonstration room. The.
Monte Carlo Salon will demonstrate
different types of' hair care and
styling.
Twelve people will be
selected from. the audience to help
with the demonstration. If you
would like a new hair style before
Thanksgiving' this is the. perfect

.~ffJ~~t.!~~t~:~~~.~f~:~~omen
Gruskln; . ,'~~~~~~~:~~\~~k~~:;~
available
at
the
information
booth
at
Roth, and Bernard
". BSe Talent
.50¢ for SSC community and $1.00
As, a specialist in

DanielPinkham,"ShelJ~',

Kenneth
Krainas.,
performing music tor Renaissance .for the general public.
Program Committee wants campus
dance, he has served as mU$ical
talent to perform at Coffeehouses
Bostpn Ballet
director for the Elizabethan Dance
and Foyer/Rats! Drop into the
The Student Union Program
Ensemble with Dr. Julia Sutton, '
Student Union's Directors office
advisor; appeared with the Committee is sponsoring a trip to
and leave your name if interested.
Cambridge Court Dancers, Dr. . ~~e Mysic Hall to see the Boston
No phonies!!
--'-.':-:-.-::-:::.-=.-=.:-::.:-::.=--.:::-::::-.-=..-=.-=.-=.-=. •i
and
Ingrid Brainard, director;
taught and lectured at numerous
•
•
workshops, including. radio and
••
t~levision appearances, and
•••
currently teaches' recorder and
•
,11lIGNTS

Beauty Clinic Day
Sponsored by Ensemble
Theatre, open to all
interested girls of BSC
Saturday Nov. 4th 11:00-4:00
in the Make-Up Room (1st
floor of the Student Union,
past the Rathskellar).
Admission _. __________________ .... $1.00
Man,icure ____________ ,___ ~ ________ $1.00
~yebrow Shaping ________ $1.00
Wash and Blow Dry ___ ~ $2.50
'Wash and Set _______________ ~ $2~50
'!Make-Up Lesson _. ________ $2.00
The Works ____ ~ ____ :- ____ . ______ . $6.,00
No
HAIR CUTS.
*Please bring along your own
cosmetics so that we may
:show you how ~o,:u~e them~

~--------------------~

Paul Winter Consort
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, LADIES' liGHT
z
ENTERTAlI.EIT • DISCO DAIIClla
MONDAY NIGHT.

9g c .BAR DRINKS
SIC BEERS
TIE 'FABULOUS

GOLDEN
JOE BAKER
TIE SEX SYMBOL OF THE 50'S....' ...71'.

z
c "DISCO"
-z
FRI.. .SAT. & SUN. NIGHTS

COME IN AND ENJOY

lEW' ENGUIID'S RIIEST

EVERY NIGHT

CliME IN AND SEE
SHEMAI/SAI'S'LLIEW
tllHT' StJUI'SYSTEII

I

VI

SHENANIGAN'S,
.

* EATERY
;C DRINKERY
* DANCERY
,

~=.n

. ~I:r;~
• ..... la8, Canton • 828-•• 11 ~iik·

PHOTO ID • STRtCT DRESS CODE
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Ensemble Theatre

Pure Rehearsals
"Pure as the Driven Snow'" is now
in its second week of rehearsal. and
already the crews are hard at work.
They are pulling together their joint
efforts so that the Ensemble
Theatre can create a melodrama
that will be remembered for a long
time at Bridgewater as one of the
zaniest comedies ever to be
presented on the Student Union
stage will with all of the flair of Dr.
Freidman's direction. Here we wre,
forced to ask some pertinant
questions. Will the villain, Mortimer
Frothingham, (Donald Capen) get
the pure, fair heroine, Purity Dean
(Donna~Ramos), to fall in
love with him!" Will the hero,
Leander Lcrngfellow (John
Richards)" arrive in time to save
Purity from the· clutches of the
dastardly villain/ And what about
the Uland Inn/
All of these
questions and more will, be
answered on November 30 and
Dec. 12, and 3 at 8:00 p.m.So set
these nights aside to come down
and boo and hiss at the sinister
villain, ,and cheer for the hero as he
destroys the evil schemes and saves
Purity from the perils of death.
Tickets will go on sale i front of
the bookstore beginning Nov. 13th.
Tickets will be $1.50 for B.S.C.
students an d staff. "Pure as the
Driven SNow"; never before have
you seen a melodrama like it.

Another View of
Camelot
by Bob Buckley
As readers of the last issue know,
"Camelot" was presented recently
by the BSC Ensemble Theatre. The
show was a rousing success in terms
of interest and. attend~nce.,~, But
what about the project itself? How
successfully was the story of King
Arthur's .
told?
the actors. I
, .... ''Dad'!

performance In the lot, but neither
am I willing to hand out any awards.
Admittedly, the book for NCamelot"
is abit out-of date. The people
involved with "Camelot" did their
best to overcome this problem and
for the most part succeeded. Pacing
could have been better at points ..
seemed to run either too fast or too
slow (most notably in Merlin's final
scene), but held together as a whole.
It is fortunate that ail of the
principles were able to sing. and sing
welL Here again, any problems
were more a matter of phrasing and
pace than talent. When all of the
elements came together ( as they
did I "Simple Joys of Maidenhood,I
the show was a glorious experience.
It is important to note that any
problems never really detracted
from enjoyment of the show, they
simply hindered a sense of
NCompleteness.
The sets were lavish enough. The
lighting filled the needs of the show,
(even though there was occasional
trouble with a floating spot), and the
costumes matched the sets very
well.
'
AU in all, "Camelot" was a very
competent college production. Not
perfect by any means, but then
again} nothing really is.
H

CONTACT LENS WEARERS
SaY. lQ®ey 00 your .brand neme
hard Ind S6ttItn'PlWpp'les. Send
for frM IIbnt~ cratalog.

CONTACTlENSSUPPlYCENTER
341 E. Camelback

Pfioeolx, Arizona 85012

"NITTY GRITTY" CONCERT
by Mike Gardner
The Student Union Program
Committee featured The Dirt Band
backed up by Travis and Shook for
the Homecoming Concert. Though
The Dirt Band dropped the "nitty
gritty" from their name, there was
no lack of excitement or listening
pleasure in Wednesday nights'
performance. The concert began
with a "High ya kids!!" from Travis
and Shook. The melodious
madness that followed for this first
hour by this comic duo did a good.
job of keying up the half· full
auditorium for The Dirt Band's
unified mixture of country,
bluegrass, and western "nitty gritty"
music.
Opening with the title cut from
their latest album. Wild Nights, The
Dirt Band heightened
the
expectations of both lifelong fans
and the many new listeners in the
audience. The "hoots and hollers"
during "Hanky Tonkin" singled out
the old time ~ns. Two 'more songs
from the new album followed; "In
For the Night" and escaping
Reality" featured vocal by Jeff
Hanner and Jimmie Fadden on the
harmonica. The performancecontinued with the "Fish Song".
"Going Down Town", "White
RussiaN, and finishinq the set with

The Dirt Band

-rogady

MQuntain'" - a duet with
original band member John McEuen
on guitar and Al Garth on violin. AI.
who also plays sax and melodica,
and -Merel Bregante, the· band's
drummer. formerly played for
l..oggins and Messina. A third new
member of The Dirt Band is bass
player Rich Hathaway. "For a Little
While," "Whoa Babe," preceeded
by a little "Foggy Mountain,
\ Breakdown", and ~ocky Top,'" al
lively bluegrass tune, led up to a
purposeful silence for the Intra to
"Mr. Bojangies") The Dirt Band's
most _memorable hit. '''(c)U Can't

photo by Michael Gardner

Stop Loving Me Now" was followed
by "Bayou Jubilee" and the old time
favorite, "Battle of New Orleans".
With all energy spent, the band was
given a standing ovation and mildly
coaxed back on stage to do what
would be their final song, a gospel
tune "Will the Circle Be Unbroken".
The permormance was excellent
but the performance is only half the
concert. Feedback from the
audienceisimportanttoprolongthe
music. The Dirt Band has always
played for audiences; had the
audience been larger and more
responsive in the encore, I'm sure
they would have played all night.

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

·WlZNII
Nov. 5 at 6:30 p.m.
Nov. 6 at 2:00 p.m.
SU Auditorium

IpGI LiiJ . 1019;7 Twentieth Centu;y-FOX
FILMS INCORPORATED

MGND}',y NITE

U'-o,~day lJi,e

Football" ,

On the Big Screen

Zlie Hot DOIS
400 Drafts
TUESDAY NlmE

OPEN BAR
8·11
With 8ertso and "The
Music Machine"

THURSDAY, ':
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

LIVE·
EIITERTAIIMEIIT
FEAtURING
lEW EISUID'S BEST
TOP '40sIIIDS '

l.at!inwith Blue Ma,guey pinas on their way to. Cuervo's La Rojena plant..

Since 1795 we've gathered our
.Blue M.a.wteys for Cuervo Gold
the ~ntte way.
Its the old way. And still
.
thehest.·
·
At Cuervo we know that there is only one way to make

Cu,ervo Gold perfect. The way we've been doing it for more
than 180 years.
.
..
That's why people still nurture oUT fields ofBZ'!!e
Magu~y plants. And why mu~es .are sttU used i? ~rtn[J .
these pre~ious plant~ t{) our. d1.,st.tllery. Fbr tradttwn 1.,8 sttll
the mo8i1.,mportant tngl'ed1.,ent l.,n Cuervo Oold. .
. This is what makes Cuervo Gold truly spectal. Neat,
:on the rocks, with a splash 91 sOfi:a, in a perfect Sl..l/Yfrise or
Margarita, Ouervo Gold vnll b'('1;ng you back to a t?lme when
. qu,aZity ruled the 'world.

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.

~:::~:::::::::::::.::::::::;:::::::::;::::::;:i::::::::: : : \: .:: ':cUt~'Vq~~'~tc.tkL.® TEq~ILA: 80 PROOF.IMPO~TEq A~D 80TT,L~9, B.Y:@), 1978 HE~;B,.LEI:1\{;}NC: ;~ARTf'ORD.C9NN: ::::::::::;::;:::::;:::;:::;:::::::~:::::}:::::::::;;~:::::::~::::::::~::::::-::~;~

SUNDAY NITE

DISCO
HEAT
The Hottest OJ In tM Boston
Area .- Burtso and· The
MusiC Machhm.
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Open Forum:

Vandalism mars BSC campus

Definition of College Student:
Mature Individual... WHAT?
by Jim Calnan

'f

(continued from p.l)

responsible for the damage will also
pay for it when due process is
complete.
Broken bottles in parking lots
have also been a problem. Another
problem involved baskets in the
men's bathrooms being dumped
and newspapers being strewn
about the lavatory.
Cadets from Mass. Maritime
Academy hiwe been responsible for
a lot of vandalism on campus.
Acording to Dean Deep, the cadets

are nat allowed on campus unless
they are a guest of a sse student. A
letter has been written to the Dean
of Students at Mass. Maritime
informing him of the vandalism.
On Frday night of Homecoming it
has been reported that several
students were lined up throwing
rocks behind the gym, supposedly
because they were refused
admission to the event. "This could
jeopardize the possibility of future
events in the gymnasium", stated
Dean Deep.

"Inside the events, things ran
smoothly", Rick Veno, Director of
the Student Union said. "They were
well-staffed and well-run."
It seems that North Adams State
College is experiencing a similar
vandalism problem on their
campus. According to a report in
The Boston Globe, over 'a dozen
students at North Adams have been
booked on charges ranging from
disorderly conduc~ and drunkeness
to assaults on police or campus
security.
....

Many psychologists, sociologists, and even old Webster himself
defines a college student as a mature individual who, by wishing to
broaden his horizons, holds they key to the world's future. Well the great,
mature college community of Bridgewater proved this assumption
wrong once again.
What the story is, is this. The Agree Shampoo Co., supplied The
Comment with free samples of their product, so that the mature college
students here at Bridgewater could test their product. For it is the college
student who is a major consumer here in the U.S. Well, these great
mature students used the shampoo for everything but its true purpose,
cleaning of hair. The "remains" of the shampoo were found in the sinks of
the men's and women's rest rooms as well as in urinals, toilets, hon
mirrors, in hand dryers and on the floors. Not only this, but some of the
more intelligent students took only about 40-50 supplements per copy of
·the paper and had the nerve to sit in the foyer of the Union getting their
thrills ripping them apart. I wonder if they are Early Childhood Majors doing their homework. Why go out and toss a football or hit a baseball or
play tennis, when squirting shampoo and making one hell of a mess out of
this Campus with advertisements from the newspaper is more fun?
If you think I'm being mean and crude, well you're 100% right. I think it
is monffhan mean and crude to abuse the camous and a business_ which
by the way spends only a couple of thousand dollars to supply college
newspapers with their product. That's all, just a couple of thousand
dollars. The purpose of the supplement was to introduce students to
thei: products, not to have their products decorate the men't room or
women's room, or to even go as far as making the Union Jook lived in with
scraps of the advertisement. I feel the people involved are very wrong
and selfish to those who really would have liked to have tried the product,
not only on their shoe heels or on their reflections in the mirror, but
where the shampoo was meant for,
All I can say is that if this is an example of the type of maturity that is the
key to the future, I plan to take the first space shuttle outto the very first
space colony as soon as possible.

Great American
Smokeout: Nov. 16

'photo by Joe Walker
These two pictur¢s show Nod before vandals painted it, and after yesterday's painting of the sculpture. It marks
the second time in less than a week that the sculpture has been marred by vandals.
.

Wh>ol~WorldCell~bration

at Hynes' Auditorium
The International Institute ot
Boston/s ninth annual Whole World
Celebration, New England's largest
festival of ethnic music, dance, arts,
crafts, food and fun, returns to
Boston's John B. Hynes Auditorium
from Friday, Dec. 8, through
Sunday, Dec. 10. Last year, more
than 60,000 people attended the
Whole World Celebration.
This year, more than fifty ethnic
groups will be represented at the
festival, sharing the diversity of their
heritages,~nd demonstrating,
through their traditional arts, how
their cultures have helped to form a
society that is uniquely American.
Whole World Celebration
highlights in 1978 will include
continuo'ls live· entertainment by
such performers ~ the Silver Star
Orchestra, the Israeli folk dance
ensembles, Hamakar and Keren
Shemesh, the Art of Black Dance
and Music, flamenco dancer Ramon .
de los Ryees, the Krakowiak Polish
Dancers Native American singers
and dancers, groups of Irish
step dancers, and Scottish
bagpipers and dancers.
Food available for snacking or
f~asting includes .authentic English
fish 'and· chips, German gingerIbreadmen and apple fritters, French
croissants, Belgian waffles, Israeli
felafeI. Armenian lahmejujne~
Finnish apple cake, Cuban paella,
Chinese egg rolls and spare ribs,
jNorwegian fruit soup, Hungarian
filled .pancakes . ant:! chicken
paprikas,Irish stew, Turkish stuffed
eggplant, and Finnish piirakkas.
Throughout the festival,
craftspeople and artisans will
demonstrate the technique of their
work and give free informal lessons.
Experts will reveal the secrets
behind the art o'f Polish papercutting
(Wycinanki), Japenese
paper-folding (Origami), decorating
Ukranian Easter eggs (Pysanky),
calligraphy and gold-leafing,

Scottish weaving, potter~'
production, scrimshaw design,
spinning, and even how to make and
throw Australian boo~erangs!
On display at the Whole World
Celebration are exhibits of ethnic
crafts such as African jewelry;
Russian hand-embroidered blouses
and hand-painted wooden dolls,
Irish and Welsh spinning and
weaving, Phillipine shell and
coconut jewelry, pottery and
artifacts, Kenyan. wood carvings,
Sioux pottery, Scottish tartans,
Delft ceramics, American, Indian
jewelry Irish crystal, Mexican
Tapestries, rugs and glassware,
Czechoslovak gingerbread molds,
Thai woodcarvings, Indian
wallhangings, scrimshaw, and Aztec
toys and tapestries.
In the Ethnid studies Room, a
collection of more than 200 dolls
dressed in traditional costumes will
Qe on display, as well as

photographs of well-known
immigrants who have made
significant contributions to the
American way of life.

On . Thursday,. November 16,
Bridgewater State College students
will be given an opportunity to
participate in the American Cancer
Society's second annual Great·
American Smokeout.
Thousands of smokers across
Massachusetts and the nation will
"take the pledge" and put out their
cigarettes for that day.
The Smokeout is conceived as a
lighthearted encouragement to
smokers to do what most of them
clairn,they·,want, ,to i'4iO -give up
cigarettes.
.
Smokeout pledge cards, posters,
"Kiss Me I Don't Smoke" buttons,
and related materials urging
smokers to take a break from
cigarettes will be distributed on
November 16. The Cancer Society
is setting its 'sights on even more
impressive results than last year,
when 13 per' cent of the nation's

The International Institute of
Boston, sponsor of the Whole
World Celebration, is a nonprofit
United Way agency dedicated to
making the adjustment to American

-

- -

.

MT "f-\.

smokers observed' "Smokeless
Thursday" by laying aside their
cigarettes for 24 hours.
Smokers who agree to "take the
pledge" on November 16 can
receive a GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT pledge card from
tables set up on the campus.
In additio'n, The Medical
Foundation, a United Way research
and health education agency in
Boston, is coordination various antis~ok.ing activities em. the campus.
Anyone interested- in cigarette
smoking cessation 'programs,
getting involved with the campus
smoking policies, being trained as a
peer counselor, or desiring to help
out· should contact Susan Clark,
Elaine Levesque, or T omi Ljungberg
at extension 463. Activities will be
coordinated by new student
organization: Student Action for
Human Conservation.

". -

-
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life easier for rec~nt immigrants and
'~II\.SJtI
E~,
refugees. Institute Executive
')
Director Gaspar Jako said, the
diversity in the American population
SIX DAY TRIP DECEMBER 31 - JANUARY 5
makes our socie~ 1ivel~: Our ro.0ts '.:~,,--¥.EQR .
LOW COST OF '$120. 00*
are many and vaned, 5utirom"ettt-- ~-.
' .'
,
individual heritages we have
TTJTASH BLACK CRANMORE TYROL WILDCAT
together formed one strong nation.
S/U a..U week on. .the one. mou..~n

*

THE

Thethen:eo~t~e1978WholeWorld

Celebration 1S Many People - One
Nation' to reflect this concept."
For ticket information, the
public may contact ,the
'nternational Institute of Boston,
287 Commonwealth Ave,. Boston,
YlA 02115, tel. (617) 536-1081.
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FLYING PIZZA
'Telephone 697·8631
8ridgewaterdelivery only
5:OO-1J:OO Pin

Comp~e.~y be.~

VanUl'l.g :to Uve. ban.cfl,
S.tLi.de.n.:t S kA.. M/.) 0 ci.a;t.i.o n c.aJl.d - e.~
:the ho.e.deJt :to .~' pJr..lc.e. c, kLi..ng at:. ov~
100 .6fU aJtecU i.n the.' c.ou..n:tJty ......

CONTACT THESE PEOPLE:

~eter Fanning~ ....... ~Scott Hall
Ann H~ekenson .•..•. Pope Hall'

Peggy Hoar . . . . . . . Woodward Hall
Danny Patenaudeo .... Great Hill

Paul Me Dermott
Great Hill Apartments
and fo~,ou commuters .... Sue ,Snow and
Chris Kal is:
$25.00 de.po.6d mtL.6-t be. made. by NoveJnbVt 15.th
.in oILdVt toqua.ti6lJ 6oltlow p!r.{.c.e.~
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SPORTS
SHORTS \
-m Season

Forbes Field in Milton as the Bears battle the
Colonels of Curry College, The action starts
at 1:15 p.m. with Frank Kerr and the pregame show, Thafs this Saturday for live
- C th'
t- ." .... football action on WBIM 91.5 I=" 1v1.
Y es, BS
,.,ere IS a men S SWIm earn.
I 1
The BSC Varsity has been training since
V 0
October first, and is now ready to open the
The SSC volleyball team dropped three
season against the BSC Swimming alumni.
Therefore the BSC team win host the close matches this week losing to Central
Alumni Friday night at 7:30 p.m. in the Kelly Connecticut State, 16-14, 12-15.5-15, being
pool.
eased out by Providence College, 15-10,9-15,
The team will feature greater depth in 13-15, and then finding themselves on the
diving this year. Also, freestyle sprints will be short end of a five set match with
stronger with transfer student Bob Northeastern, 9-15, 15-9, 12-15, 15-13, 9-15.
McCorrison, freshman Larry Gaboury, and The Bears were never out of any of these
Co-Captain Bob Duquette. Co-Captain Ken matches and played outstanding defense. But
Mierzykowski and Gabowry will fill in the their offense sputtered at times and
breaststroke events, while freshman Bob ~ generally ineffective. Great serving by
Cameron will be doing the individual medly, Buckley and timely "roOf-typeHblocks
butterfly, and will join returnee Jim Gardner Jane Urbanski figured in most of the
and freshman Bob Morse in the distance free. - Mary Delorey, playing her last match for
Frosh Jeff Shilling and sophomore Matt Bears against Providence College before
Roche will be in the mid-distance free. while: student teaching, was all ove::- the court and
freshman Shaun Crowninshield will have her overall hustle almost tltrned thE-.
backstroke duties, as well as sprint free.
towards SSC.
Freshman Sean Mulhall, transfer Rick ' BSC Jayvees started out early against
Otto, and junior Bill Govostes round out the Northeastern winning the first two games, 15divers. while Tom Hilse will manage the team. 2, 15·7, but faltered losing the next three 9-15,
14-16 , 12-15. Setters Susan Murphy and
"",
0
Suzanne Fulton played their best match of
the year but could not Quite change the final
verdict.
This Saturday Nov. 4th, WBIM Sports
Both the varsi.ty and the JV. end their
Bridgewater State Football. Join regular season WIth a match agamst Salem
Davis and Gene Manning live from State here at BSe, Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 6:00

SWI

· S oon
Openlng
I '

Richard E ngiand steps in front of Nichols receiuerto
intercept pass in Saturday's homecoming game.
The BSC secondary intercepted three passes on the
day.

IIey ba II

'.'BIM T B road cas t
BS C - C urry

BSC Gets Talk On Autism------

diagnosing autism occurs in the area of
Interestingly, the speakers exposed the
The speakers touched upon the etiologies
by John Kalogeris
language development." It was also noted thought that currently autism is noted as a of autism. revealing them to be psychogenic
On October 14, Dudley Orr and Vincent that half of all autistic children are mute; thus "glamorous disease." Their reasoning behind (emotionally cold parents), physiological, or
Strully, co-directors of the Efficacy Research due to bl'ocheml'cal dt'fferences The
they do not use functional language. The this title is derived from the abundance of
.
Institute in Taunton, presented the language they do use incorporates several public relations work that has been pumped physiological research illustrated autistic
Bridgewater State College Children's semantic and articulatory problems. Another into· autistic research. Further evidence cht'ldren "to posse"'s
.. a p"'rceptual
.~
Physical Developmental Clinic with an maJ'or symptom that. was strnt>t>"'d IS' (Cau+:-tl'C
rt' thO t'tl
d t
t"
inconsistency from a lesion in the core of the
~
u:::>suppo!Og ISle emerges ue 0 au ISm b . "Th
tr gl
h' d h
"Overview of the Needs of the Autistic Child-isolation." This, the audience was told, is being a questionable diagnosis. Thus, to an
ram.
€y s on y emp aslze
t e
An Emphasis on Education and Habilitation." when autistic children fail to make eye affluent family. autism sounds much better biochemical deficiencies, stating that "autistic
The speakers beg-an by describing to the
' c h l ' l d r e n may lack neurotransm'tted
contactt or react to very loud noises. In these than mongolism, Downs' syndrome, or
I
audience the general characteristics of
h
ld f h
d 'chemicals in their brains. 1I In essence, they
autism. Interestingly, it was revealed that casesc: ey .remain content in a wor 0 t eir mental retardation. It was clearly stresse. felt that the current etiological trend is very
autism primarily occurs in white male own. ther comn:t0n sympto~s talked about that these terms ~re not ~ynonymous. much up in the air t but appears to be moving
children. Furthermore, they stated that "the were .self-abusive beh~vlor. self-care h~w.ever, sometImes chIldren are toward physical causes and away from the
most -common and key characteristic inpro~lems. and mannensms (repeated mISdiagnosed.
psychogenic.
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SPORTS
Bear Title Hopes Crushed

Nichols

Deflat~s

Bse, 10

ralg Kern
This wasn't the way it was supposed to end.
Not this way--not with the Bears playing
their hearts out against a foe that stood a hairwidth from the top of the NEFC, not with a
Homecoming Day crowd of -about 3,000
pulling for BSe to uphend this visiting baHclub
... not with Bridgewater's slender dreams of a
first place finish solidly on the line.
But it hardly mattered. With just nine
seconds left in this nail-biter of a ballgame, a
fellow by the name of Kevin Latraverse
trotted on the field for Nichols College and
promptly deposited a 32-yard field goal
through the uprights.
That make the score 10-7 Nichols and as
the ball came down on the other side of the
goal posts there came a collective sigh of
disbelief from the Bridgewater bench. It was
as though each and every one of them had
been punched inthe stomach.
So much for the New England Football
Conference crown··now· that feat would be
tantamount to the floundering Cincinatti
. Bengals of the NFL overtaking the Pittsburgh
Steelers for the division title.
And yet, it didn't have to be this way.
Indeed, Bridgewater should have been
walking off Swenson Field after the game
Saturday looking contented on a natural highinstead of looking~like their best friends had
upped and died.
1t was a heartbreaking way to lose a
game, agreed a dissapointed Coach Pete
Mazzaferro. "You hate to lose any game like
that in front of a good crowd on a day like
Homecoming·· it just makes it tougher to
take."
y

N

Bears Score First
Mazzaferro had good reason to be
depressed. His team had shown excellent ball

int
"ti'g>'
spot. They had marched on Nichols, had one
touchdown called back on an unfortunate
holding penalty and finally plunged in from the
BSC quarterback Scott Armstrong fades back
one with time gone on the first half clock-·
Armstrong doing the honors on a keeper.
versus Nichols College.
Ernie Branco nailed the extra point and BSe
was flying as they went to the locker room
while the queen got crowned.
It was the Bears who got crowned in the
second half.
Nichols quarterback Dave Whitney
.Fridays:
2-4 p.m.
Effective 10/23/78
opened up his passing guns, the same artillary
7-9 p.m.
that had blasted league leading New Haven
Saturdays: 1-4 p.m.
Mondays: 2·4 p.m.
into submission the· Saturday previous, and
Sundays: 1-4 p.m.
7-10 p.rn;
Whitney would. not .cool off until he had
Tuesdays: 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
passed for over 250·yards against the Bear
8-10 p.m.
defense.
Wednesdays: 2·4 p.m.
Pool will' be closed on 11/11 for a home
"We weren't getting the pass rush, . . pointed
7-10 p.m..
,football gam-e and 11/22-11/26 for
out Mazzaferro; "We didn't put any pressure
Thursdays: 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Thanksgiving.
. ___.on them and you have to have that rush with a
7-10 p.m.
...- - - - -...- - - - - - - - - -.....- - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . .
{5assingJ~~!l1li~~_~.91s..:"-"'-.,..

Swim Schedule

-7

The point was well made. The Bear
secondary performed like they were under
fire in the field--and performed admirably
despite the amount of yardage Nichols
wracked up at their expense. Gary Buelow
intercepted two of Whitney's aerials and Rich
England pulled down a third while the rest of
the secondary knocked down numerous
other passes into their territory. The problem
was that Whitney could take his time in the
pocket and pick and choose those he wished
to hit with passes--the Nichols offensive line
repelled Bridgewater's efforts to sackthe
quarterback time and time again.

Officiating Hurt
With Whitney spending his leisure hours
milling about behind his front line barricade, it
was only inevitable that eventually Nichols
was going to break a big one and pass for a
touchdown--which, indeed, did occur. But
even here, the credit could not go intirely to
the Nichols offense. It wasn't the Nichols
ballplayers who marched down field on the
eventual touchdown drive--it was the referees
who did nost of the marching. First they
strolled, ball tucked under arm, for fifteen
yards. Then they sauntered forward, ball in
hand, for fifteen more. Finally, just to make
sure there was no mistake on what a IS'yard
penalty was, they gave the big crowd a lesson
as they stepped off anotner.
While Coach Mazzaferro and the Bears
pulled hair by the roots on the sidelines,
Whitney tossed one to a wide open receiver··
probably confusing the Bridgewater defender
who was not ready for someone to touch a
football other than one of the guys with the
black and white striped shirts.

Pass Up- field Goill .
IC 0

·'~·~fN~'tm'tOO1";··'

game, but the Bears weren't to give up yet.
They marched back again towards the goal as
the third quarter ticked away--and here came
one of the most questiooabie moments of. the
football game, possibly the season, for
Bridgewater.
With fourth down and eight yards to go,
Bridgewater deep in Nichols territory, the
Bear coaches decided not to send in field goal
kicker Ernie Branco to attempt a 45-yard field
goal.
For Branco, the kick is well within his range
and, with a strong wind at his back, accuracy
would have been the single question mark for
this critical play.
But the clock was allowed to expire for the
, quarter and Bridgewater found themselves at
the other end of the field--now with the wind in
their faces and a field goal certainly a difficult
prospect. The Bears ran the fourth down
play, . a pass, and as it fell incomplete the
opposition took over possession. and the
threat was snuffed out.
1t (the field goal)' was suggested,H said
Coach Mazzaferro. 1t was mentioned that
we call time out (in the third period) but the
clock ran. out and we couldn't doa 46-yard
field goal into the wind. ~
The situation, certainly· decisive, was a
confusing incident that had spectators talking
about it long after the game had ended.

Wasted 'Efforts

~ crow~ estimated at nearly 3,OOpwh6 turned out to watch Bridgewater play
Nzchols in game Saturday for Homecoming Day. The crowd, largest o/the season
was disappointed, however, as the Bears lost, 10-7., .
'

What it all .led to was a guy named
Latraverse who nailed the lid on
Bridgewater's coffin. The field goal wiped out
the joy of Scott Armstrong's 103 yards
passing, of Al Colarusso's 80 yards over the
ground, of the three interceptions, of. the
tough rushing defense the Bears threw at the
Nichol's backs, ofthe pressure underfire that
the defensive secondary, for the most part,
withered alI·game long, of-a strong effort by
the Bears and hopes to stay alive in the
NEFC._
Latraverse booted it .. .like a shot
everything Bridgewater worked for went
flushing down the drain.
The faces.of every Bridgewater p1ayer, as
the referee threw. his· hands up in the air to
signal the decisive three points, will be the
monument that Saturday's game will Ions be
remembered by.

